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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Preface

The present o,'erall evaluation summary is a synopsis of information on the SY
1987-88 Learning Center program contained in 20 different evaluation reports', one
on each Learning Center. The intent of the overall report is to maintain the
individualized picture of each Learning Center evaluation and, at the same time, to
condense the 20 evaluations into an overall summary. This Executive Summary,
therefore, will only describe the general contents of major sections of the overall
evaluation summary. For specific data and outcomes, refer either to the appropriate
section in the overall summary or to the appropriate individualized report.

Introduction

Central to policy decision-making is a perspective on the inherent worth of a
program. The Overview section provides the national and state context for such a
perspective on the Learning Center program. It presents the social and educational
values undergirding parental choice, school level autonomy and program diversity.
Most prominent among these is educational equity that well controlled, educational
choice plans can provide. Controlled choice breaks the "residential geography is
educational destiny" link. Increasing choice among our public high schools with
distinctive and excellent programs, one goal of the Learning Center program, serves
to affirm our democratic belief that social class distinctions have no place in public
education. Other educational reasons for supporting choice are proffered.

With the inauguration of 14 Learning Centers located in 13 high schools in five
districts in the Spring of 1987, Hawaii formally joined 15 other states in attempting
to provide more parental choice among distinctive educational programs. The Board
of Education and legislative actions leading to this inauguration are briefly outlined
along with the Department of Education's subsequent responses. Two of note are
the evaluation of 14 Centers which opened in the Spring semester of 1987 and the
publication of the Learning Center Guidelines (January, 1988). In the Fall of SY
1987-88, 13 of the original 14 Centers and seven additional Centers began. Learning
Centers were now located in all seven districts with 53% of the high schools in the
state having Learning Center programs.

Learning Center Definition and Description

Abstracted from the Learning Center Guidelines (DOE, 01S, 1988), a generic
Learning Center is described in Goals, Definition and Description section.

Goals. Four state level goals of the Learning Center program are:

o To expand educational choices for public school students with special
interests and talents.

The 20 Learning Center Evaluation Reports are listed in Appendix A
and are available from the Office of the Superintendent, Planning and
Evaluation Branch, Evaluation Section.
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o To make efficient use of educational resources, such as facilities, staff
and equipment.

o To encourage school-community collaboration and use of high quality and
technologically advanced community resources.

o To provide public school parents with new choices on the kinds of
education they want for their children.

Definition and Description. A generic Learning Center is a specialized program
organized around a theme or subject area; is oven to all public school students
regardless of district and school attendance boundaries who are interested in
acquiring and developing particular talents and skill; in depth; and is taught in
innovative ways by highly skilled teachers.

A Learning Center should offer a program formerly unavailable either because
facilities, specialized staff and/or other resources are lacking or because the year-
to-year student demand for certaiii courses at any one school is low or variable.
Thus a program should enrich and expand learning experiences by introducing new
or formerly unavailable courses or set of activities, by offering adjunct enrichment
experiences via community involvement, and/or providing new or expanded
experiences integrated within existing courses.

The Learning Center program is intended to make maximum use of expensive and
scarce resources (e.g., costly equipment) and to avoid duplication by rnnrpntrRting
such resources (e.g., teachers and equipment) in a high school Learning Center.
Students "with a particular ability and need from all of the district's high schools"'
may then use them. These scarce resources should also be available to students
from elementary and intermediate feeder schools as appropriate. Extended school
day scheduling is an option depending on the program and student demand.

The Learning Center program is intended to equalize educational opportunities by
providing truly open choices to public school parents and their children. Thus
Learning Centers "are not to serve as special programs for students who do not
succeed in regular schools...There should be an emphasis on...educational options for
all students, not just the very bright... , the handicapped... , or the problem students."
The Learning Centers "will not exclude or segregate students because of race or
financial or social status, and ability and previous educational experiences for entry
level courses". To ensure fairness, openness, and educational equity, admission
standards for basic or entry level courses are to be open and based only on interest
and space.

However, a given Learning Center (or portion of a Learning Center's program) may
be targeted for specific students and have selective admission procedures (e.g..
theatrical audition, grade point average, etc.). An additional exception to open
admission standards is the Learning Center (or portion thereof) which offers
advanced level courses and/or activities that requi7e prerequisite skills or
knowledge.

To provide access and equity, parents of students accepted into a given Learning
Center should be granted district exceptions if the Learning Center is not the
students' home school (i.e., attendance area). The same exception applies for
enrollment across district lines.

'All quotes are from Learning Center Guidelines (January, 1988). pp. 2-7.
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Desired Outcomes. Desired outcomes are expected in five areas: High levels of
student achievement in the Learning Center theme area; high levels of student and
teacher motivation and student commitment to learning; low levels of behavioral and
attendance problems; more opportunity for cooperative peer learning experiences;
and strong links with community resources.

Evaluation Method

ElInce each Learning Center is, by intent, distinctive and responsive to the school,
community and district needs and strengths, the method for evaluation needed to
respect such "individuality". At the same time, a number of generic outcomes and
structural features set within the Learning Centers' themes are also expected. In
addition, all the Learning Centers are essentially in the formative, program
development stage. The few months in operation during Spring 1987 provided only a
minor headstart for the 13 Learning Centers. With these considerations in mind,
the evaluation design was formative in purpose and involved collecting descriptive
implementation data, data on each Learning Center's objectives, and data on the
impact of the program on the three targeted groups -- parents, teachers, and
students.

Implementation. Below are the four major implementation categories with their
general descriptive O1_ 111

I. LC Purposes.

o Themes Five Learning Center programs offered performing arts; three
themes dealt with media communication; seven had an occupational career
technology focus; and five offered more classic academic themes. [ See
Table 1 for the 20 locations and condensed theme content.)

o Enrichment and Expansion How the programs enriched and expanded
regular high school programs or already distinctive programs (e.g.,
Community Quest) were identified and formed three category types. All
Centers had at least one type of enrichment; 19 had two types, while
eight enriched and expanded regular programs in all three ways. [ See
pages 9 through 11 and Figure 1.]

o Goals and Objectives -- Significant progress in developing measurable
student objectives which operationalized each Center's goals was made.
Greater instructional clarity and more objective feedback on student
learning is now possible. [See Table 6 for types of LC objectives, their
"measurable status" and outcome.)

II. Program Organization.

o Admission Procedures Types of admission standards indicate how
inclusive or exclusive each Center was and must be assessed in relation
to the purpose of the Center and its response to student and community
needs. Three types were used: open, selective, and "captive". The latter
was used primarily because timing of high school registration and timing
of legislative funding are incompatible. This issue is addressed in the
recommendations section. [ See Table 2.)
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o Scheduling Opt'ons To attract ot: r high school students, to serve
elementary and intermediate students, to accommodate schedules of
community experts, and to use equipment efficiently, most Centers had
"after-school"' courses/activities. Only four did not.

III. Program Resources. Advisory board, instructional personnel (Center staff,
regular staff, contract services), community resoui.ces and DOE/non-DOE funds
are sumniarized by Centers in Tables 3a and 3b.

Most Centers had formed Advisory Boards. Most had only part-time LC
Coordinators/teachers. The number and degree of regular staff involvement
varied greatly with one Center having 15 teachers from three departments and
others having none. Contracted instruction was used to hire teachers for
elementary and intermediat: students, specialized experts (e.g., technical and
theatrical experts), and instructors for the "after-school" program strands.

All Centers had the community involved. Contributions ranged from donations
of money, material and labor to instruction (e g., guest speakers,
demonstrators, exhibitors). DOE funding expenditures ranged from $28,361 to
$48,953. Six Centers augmented their allocated DOE funds with Federal grants
and business contributions.

IV. Students Served. The number of high school students enrolled in each Center
varied from seven to over 1,000, with approximately 2,300 overall. The
differences reflect the type of admission criterion, extent and timing of
information to students and parents, as well as broadness in Center theme
appeal. Withdrawals, with one exception, were less than 30%. Reasons given
were after-school scheduling conflicts, transportation problem , non-interest, or
too demanding a program.

Sixteen Centers provided services to elementary and intermediate students and
in some instances these greatly outnumbered high school students enrolled.'
Narrowing the target group of this program given the modest resources may be
appropriate. "Out of district" and "out of attendance area" figures are also
reported. Until the Learning Center state program is stabilized, the Centers
more fully developed, and strong Learning Center informational campaigns
conducted, using district exception figures as indicators of program success is
premature. [See page 26 and Thble 4.

Student Evaluation Findings. These results reflect the impact upon and view of the
Learning Center programs from those most directly involved, the students. Grades,
attendance, and student outcome objectives are indirect indicators of student
achievement and interest. Questionnaire results provide students' assessments of
their own motivation and attitude; perspective of their own learning compared to
that in their regular school program; and their evaluation of instruction received
and quality of their Learning Center program.

'After-school" options mean evenings, weekends, and before and after school
hours.

'None of the other 15 states' choice plans attempts to serve all school levels.
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Grades and Attendance -- At least 50% or more of the students at 17 Centers
earned grades of A or B. Students received D's or is at 11 Centers,
indicating appropriate grading standards were maintained. Compared to SY
1987-88 statewide absentee rate, Learning Center attendance was good, with 15
Centers having at least 50% of unexcused absences occur two or fewer times.
[ See Table 5 and Figures 2 and 31

II Student Outcome Objectives For most Centers, student outcomes met or
exceeded the stated objectives. The criterion established (i.e., the expected
quality of performance) seemed above average in most cases, indicating high
expectations for L !arning Center students. [See Table 6.1

III Quesiionnaire Results Most students in all Centers and 90% of the students
in 15 Centers viewed :heir learning experiences as special and distinctive (i.e. ,

learned more, learned different things and in different ways) from the regular
school program. Most students also reported that their attention, interest,
effort and motivation were high. When full choice and increased student
initiated admission procedures are fully in place, these figures should increase.
The category with the greatest variability across Centers was students' view of
whether the Learning Center experience improved their attitude toward
learning, classmates and school. Overall, students gave high ratings to their
Learning Center instruction and quality of their Learning Center program.
Most felt their classes were consistently well-prepared and organized and were
taught in innovative ways with enthusiasm.

Parent Evaluation Findings. Results of the parent questionnaire shoved that parents
generally felt well-informed about their own children's program in most Cer.ters.
However, the most uniform result across all Centers was that parents felt quite
uninformed about any other Learning Center program. Without information, Leither
parents nor their children can make meaningful choices

Parents were overwhelmingly positive, however, about the contribution the Learning
Center program made to their children's education; in meeting their children's
interests and needs and in providing greater educational diversity. By and large,
parents would like to see their children's Learning Center program continued.

Other Evaluation Findings. Almost all Centers submitted additional information
r levant to their program's goals and objectives. This information took the form of
testimonial letters from community organizations, parents and businesses; results
from additional surveys which solicited parent and student opinions; written essrys
by students who evaluated and critiqued portions of their Learning Center
experiences; and educational awards and honors conferred. These are most often
unique to each Center. Please refer to individual Learning Center evaluation
reports for more specifics.

Major Antromplishments, Needs and Concerns

Accomplishments and concerns true for more than a majority of the 20 Learning
Centers and/or relevant to the goals and definition of a generic Learning Center
are listed below.

Accomplishments: The following are seven general accomplishments.

O
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o Students of different ability levels, interests and talents can be provided with
real educational options. This conclusion is based on diversity of themes.
within and across districts, on types of activities and experiences within
Centers and on variety in Center admission standards.

o The "regular" curricula have been expanded and enriched. This was
accomplished through offering new courses, providing additional enrichment
activities and experiences, increasing the depth/breadth of existing courses,
and/or providing for acquisition of more modern technological skills.

o Community participation has enriched Center resources and learning
opportunities. Businesses, agencies, community groups and individual experts
contributed in a variety of ways, noted earlier.

o From the students' perspective, the Centers promoted distinctively different
learning (i.e., in amount, type and method of learning) than found in a
"regular" high school program. From the parents' perspective, the Centers'
programs benefited their children in educationally important ways and helped
meet their needs and interests.

o Compared to Spring 1987 implementation, the Centers appeared to operate in a
smoother fashion. iviost school and district Learning Center personnel had a
clearer, more focused picture of a Learning Center, a better grasp of the State
Learning Center goals, and clearer articulation of the impact their respective
activities should have on participating students (i.e. , measurable objectives).

o The Centers have extended participation and services to students from other
schools, primarily elementary and intermediate students.

o The School Coordinators and Learning Center staff have displayed strong
professional commitment and competency in implementing and administering this
complex program.

Needs and Concerns. Concerns were primarily about how to implement the program
effectively given the resources, personnel and external constraints.

o Fiscal uncertainty (e.g., whether the Center will open or continue, budget
changes, insufficient funding) remained problematic. T:iere was understandable
hesitation to gain and give commitments to community businesses and resource
experts; to parents and students, particularly those who must arrange for
district exceptions and transportation; and to the regular teaching staff with
the resulting impact on course assignments, scheduling, and timely acquisition
of instructional materials and equipment.

o There was general concern about how to best attract and recruit high school
students, particularly those from outside the attendance area, while maintaining
professionally positive relations with fellow educators at the home school and
district schools.

o There is continued concern about reaching and communiating with parents
about the new educational choices offered. The concomitant concern was
about Lie diffuseness of responsibility for the various levels of information and
dissemination (e.g. , within the high .2^hool; across high schools, elementary and
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intermediate schools within the district; and to the general public and
community at large) and lack of action in this regard.

o Maintaining high quality instruction and carrying out administrative, curricular
and community recruitment responsibilities, the CoordinatorsIteachers were
stretched too thin. Districts need to support a full-time Coordinator position.
Additional assistance for the Coordinators from schools, districts and state
seems needed. Currently there is little to guide the decision-making abouthow best to use limited resources. For example, within the broad target
population of "public school students with special interests and talents" who
are more important to serve? Are students from kindergarten to high school,
in and outside the Centers' attendance areas, of equal priority? Should more
effort be used in reaching intermediate and elementary students or should such
efforts be of secondary importance to mustering community resources, for
example?

o Student transportation remains a concern, particularly for geographically
"isolated" and rural Centers where public transportation is limited or non-
existent. More important than concern for student convenience and efficient
use of scarce resources is the issue of educational equity and accessibility
raised by such transportation difficulties. If the Centers are not to "exclude
or segregate students because of race or financial or social status...", then
creative and non-costly means of dealing with transportation problems need to
be explored.

Discussion and Recommendations

The recommendations discussed in this section are formative in nature and are for
the express purpose of assisting in the improvement of the Learning Center
program. The fundamental thrust of this section is for proactive problem-solving
rather than reactive troubleshooting.

1. Provide more program management and curricular development assistance and
review school, district and state Learning Center responsibilities.

More direction, information and focus have been given than in Spring 1987.
Nevertheless, heavy responsibilities remained on the shoulders of part-time
Learning Center Coordinators. The sense from the field is th they are
stretched too thin. The Learning Center Cuidelines (January, 198G, did lay out
the various responsibilities at state, district and school levels. There is less
ambiguity about "who is responsible for what." However, these assigned
responsibilities need to be reviewed by all involved and then acted upon.
More curricular assistance to the Centers (e.g., review course content, monitor
quality of contracted instructional services, assist with development of new
courses for credit) by district and state program managers is recommended.
Additional specificity and increased coordination among school, district and
state levels for the same broad responsibilities (e.g., disseminate Learning
Center information) would be helpful. It is highly recommended that any new
Center staff be provided with in-service training for administrative Learning
Center management and on the prir iples underlying Learning Center design,
operation, and desired outcomes.

10
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2. Set school and district program priorities for decision-making.

The Learning Center program by intention and definition provides some degree
of district and school level autonomy in decision-making and sufficient program
flexibility to be responsive to the community (parents and students) needs.
However, with finite rescurces, setting priorities at the school and district
level so that reasoned and intelligent choices among a number of beneficial
options seems needed. "Prioritizing" and updating Center program goals and
objectives, for example, may help guide hard choices at the school level about
allocation of resources and time.

3. Articulate limits on variability of a "specialized program."

The State's Learning Center Guidelines (January, 1988) was a significant step
toward further definition and description of a Learning Center. Remaining
unclear, however, is what constitutes a "specialized program." More
specifically, what are the parameters within which program variability across
Centers is appropriate and positive? What would a fully developed and
implemented program in a given thematic area be like? Could a series of
workshops be considered a valid Learning Center program? Is a single course
with an enrichment lab sufficient as long as the other design features are in
place? Or would a specialized prop am be more akin to a college major or
minor in a particular discipline area? It appears what needs to be balanced is
the tension between flexibility and responsiveness on one hand and progressive
program development and coherence on the other. Gauging appropriateness of
expenditure, services, enrollment size and so on will remain fuzzy until the
"variability" parameters are articulated at the state level.

4. Conduct school and public information campaigns.

More district- and statewide information and publicity regarding the Learning
Centers are needed. Since many of the parents across all Learning Centers
were not aware of other Learning Centers in their district, increasing the
amount and timeliness of such information may help provide parents with true
educational choices. Reaching parents of intermediate students is particularly
important since changing high schools once enrolled is not typically seen by
adolescents as a viable option. The districts and state have plans for
comprehensive campaigns for Fall 1988 prior to January 1989 registration for
Fall 1990 courses. The expectation is that enrollment should increase (both
home school and district exceptions) and parents' understanding of their
educational choices should increase. A concomitant recommendation is to
thoroughly inform the regular school staff at the Learning Centers' sites about
the Centers' purposes and intent.

5. Identify and address potential problems of learning Center staff recruitment.

The issue of how to recruit highly skilled and competent teachers with the
relevant curriculum knowledge should be raised and addressed in a proactive
fashion. To have an excellent specialized program will ultimately rest on more
than one Learning Center coordinator/ teacher's efforts and talents.

LI
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6. Investigate and present transportation options.

State and districts should investigate transportation options for students. This
problem will continue because of the very nature of the program: Its intent is
to share scarce resources across attendance and district boundaries and to
provide true educational choices without excluding those wno may be
financially less able. To fully realize such an intent requires that
transportation options be fully investigated, including how the private sector
may contribute.

7. Continue monitoring features of the Learning Center program that contribute
to educational equity, choice and efficient resource sharing.

8. Provide stable, reliable funding during formative years.

The funding uncertainty has hampered planning and coordinating efforts as
noted in this evaluation as well as in the SY 1986-87 evaluation report. Not
providing a reasonable funding time frame to get a major program off the
ground effects teacher morale, enrollment efforts, regular school staff
commitments and publicity action. Reliable funding during the formative years
is needed in order to adequately plan and implement these high quality,
thematic programs; to attract and engage highly skilled instructors; and to pull
in and honor commitments to parents, students, and the wider community.

9. Articulate state goals for future growth of the Learning Center program.

Currently, all seven districts and 53% of the high schools statewide have
Learning Centers. What are the future plans for expansion to other sites and
on what educational-social bases would future expansion be decided? What are
the respective trade-off's between concentrating on existing sites and expanding
to new sites? These questions should be addressed.

12



OVERVIEW OF THE LEARNING CENTER PROGRAM

National and StaIe Context
Introduction.

Thy overview presents the underlying social and educational values of this type of
program. Thoughtful consideration of such values often gets lost in the mass of
evaluate: findings and formative empiricLI descriptions. An evaluation is to assist
policy makers in making informed ana reasoned decisions. Central to such
decision-making is a perspective on the inherent worthiness of a program.
Connecting the state Learning Center program to its broad national context
provides such a perspective.

National Context.

With the inaup-,--ation of 14 Learning Centers located in 13 high schools in five
districts in Spring of 1987, Hawaii State Department of Ez.ucation formally
joined 15 other states' in responding to the nation-wide educational reform
movement supported by the Natie.ial Governors' Association. In its report, Time for
Results: The Governors' 1991 Report on Education (1986), the goal of providing more
parental choice among ,Jublic schools was endorsed. The governors concluded that
carefully designed, distinctive educational programs in the public school system that
"encourage choice among alternatives are central to efforts to...

o reduce dropouts,
o increase student achie.vement and appreciation of learning,
o improve parental Ivement and satisfaction,
o encourage racial and economic integration,
o provide extra challenge for students dissatisfied with the

conventional program, and
o raise the morale of educators who were allowed to create

distinctive programs from which families can choose"
(Nathan, 1987, p.747)

No two state plans are alike; each has used choice for rlifferent purposes. Thus,
state action has varied in terms of the breadth of the target group served' (e g.,
grade levels or characteristics of the students), the geographic scope of choice (e.g. ,
within district or across district lines), the extent of total school involvement (e.g.,
the whole school, "school within a school," or a specialized program focus), and the
extent ep school level and teacher autonomy for developing and implementing the
distinctive programs

In many states initial resistance to parent choice v-ithin the educational profession
was strong (cf, Mazzoni, 1986; Krupey & Loritz, in piess; Raywid, 1987). As the

'The 15 states, in addition to Hawaii, as of June 1987 are: Alaska, Arizona,
California, Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Missouri, Minnesota,
New York, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin (Nathan, 1987). Unofficial estimates
on how many districts have choice plans place the number at 10,000 nationwide
("Public School Choice", 1987).

'None of these state plp:is has involved all elementary, intermediate/middle
schools, and high schools.
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pioneer of controlled choice in Massachusetts in tne early 1980's, Charles Glen has
noted that teacher organizations' resistance and teachers' personal unease to giving
parents more power to pick and choose where their children will be schooled has
greatly diminished (Glen, in press) He attributes such change to the "new concern
to improve the status of teachers by providing more professional autonomy... (p. 2)",
autonomy promoted by many choice programs. However, a discomfort remains in the
minds of some, a discomfort which is articulately refuted on logical as well as
empirical grounds by both Charles Glen and Joe Nathan, the coordinator of the
National Governors' 1991 Time for Results: Report on Education (1986).3 The
unfounded discomfort is well motivated and appears to be based on "a sense that
parent choice will undermine basic American values that are incarnated in the public
school.. :'(Glen, manuscript, p.2). such as the premise underlying the concept of the
"neighborhood school", its non-elitism and its democratic-social integrating nature.
Historically, the premise has been sound. However, a functional residential
community and consequently the neighborhood school no longer exists today. It has
ceased to bring together children of diverse backgrounds and of different social
classes. Residential areas have become homogeneous.

"The residential basis for school assignments in most
communities assures that schools will be economically
and racially homogeneous more so, indeed, than
many non-public schools. For example, the student
body of the elite boarding school Phillips Academy in
Andover, Massachusetts is more diverse than is that
of Andover High School.... Geography is destiny for
millions of American children; where they live affects
profoundly the kind of education they will receive,
and what they will learn about life in our society....
By and large the parents of children in suburban
schools have chosen where they will live and they
may have done so in part on the basis of information
about the local schools; real estate agents are avidly
interested in the results of comparative assessments
of schools! The parents of many urban, and poor,...
children have little real choice about where they will
live...and have correspondingly little influence on
where their children will go to school"(Glen, in
press, p. 8).

Increasing choice among our public schools with distinctive and excellent
programs, a major state goal of the Department of Education's Learning
Center Program, serves to re-confirm our democratic belief that social class
elitism has no place in public education.

Besides this largely democratic-social equity reason for supporting choice,
there are strong and empirically documented educational reasons:

1. Students seem to learn more and show more commitment in schools
and programs that they and their parents have chosen (Report on
Educational Research, 1987; Glen, 1987).

3See Glen (1987; 1988a; & in press) and Nathan (1987 & in press) for a full
presentation of these facts and arguments.
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2. Choice programs permit the creation of working conditions which
allow teachers to behave as professional educators ( Carnogic,
Corporation, 1986; AFT Task Force on the Future of Education, 1986;
National Governors' Association, 1986). The Carnegie Corporation
reported that real excellence in public education takes place when
there is sufficient school level (teacher and principal) autonomy to
develop a distinctive approach to the educational mission shared by
all educators. Thus, choice programs, if properly planned and
supported, can keep and attract excellent teacher-educators by raising
morale and allowing creation and ownership of distinctive programs
(Raywid, 1984).

3. Schools are more effective when they have developed a dis-
tinctive and coherent approach to instruction (Glen, 1987). The
findings of "Effective Jchools" research of the past decade suggest
that a school (or a program within a school) is more effective if it
has a commitment to a single, clear pedagogical approach shared by
those involved. Glen has noted that while "research and experience
have not identified a single approach that is most effective under all
circumstances and for all students, almost any well-developed
pedagogy is preferable to the confusion of trying a little bit of
everything... (manuscript, in press, p. 11)". It is no longer feasible
economically nor effective educationally for each school to provide
something for everybody. This "something for everyone" in one
school, (often called the "add-on curriculum") results in loss of focus
and sense of purpose (Powell, Farrar & Cohen, 1985). It also
contributes to excessive caution (often called "defensive teaching") of
educators who must try to avoid displeasing any member of their
school community, while trying to please ell. Bland, uninteresting,
shallow treatment of content occurs (NCTE, 1988; Glen, 1987; Powell,
Farrar & Cohen, 1985).

4. Finally, there is the accountability issue. According to the
National Governors' Association report (1986), "When you have the
opportunity to select, educators get a clear message about (the kind)
of job they're doing." Choice is ultimately a strong measure of
accountability ("Public School Choice", 1987).

An additional concern sometimes voiced about giving parents more choice
and having distinctive programs is that of "brain drain" or "creaming". It
has not materialized: Among various states and districts where choice
programs have been carefully planned and then well implemented, there has
been no report of such phenomenon (Nathan, 1987). No mass exodus of the
above average students from some public schools to other public schools has
happened. In fact, among parents who would consider having their children
attend a different school if given a choice, more would move their children
who were not doing well (Gallup, 1986).

Undirected, uncontrolled choice, however, may result in "creaming" and thus
further increase educational inequities. However, a carefully designed
public choice plan is the most effective and efficient way to achieve the
positive outcomes and avoid the negative. Features of a desireable choice
plan and "school within school" programs which do avoid the negative
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outcomes have been well articulated' a,11 would, with few exceptions be
appropriate to the goals and intentions of the Department's IA.Arnina ('.enter
Program.

The focus on parental choice in education is predicted to grow ever
stronger in the next decade. Three trends are clear:

1) policy makers will show more interest in expanding
choice among public schools;

2) regardless of whet legislatures do, educational options
(e.g., private schools and private business remedial
programs) will increase for affluent families; and

3) part of the pressure for expanding options will come
from parents, business people, and others outside
education (Nathan, 19:17, p. 751).

The 1987 Gallup Poll results showed that by a three- fourths margin, public
school parents support this concept of choice. Thus the Learning Center
Program is a very timely one for Hawaii. Its state level intentions are to:

expand educational opportunities for students with special
talents and interests, provide public school parents with new
choices on the kinds and quality of education they want for
their children, and serve as models of educational excellence in
the community.... Cost efficiency will be enhanced by
concentrating resources at sites serving students from
neighboring schools, thereby eliminating the need to duplicate
programs at every high school (Toguchi, OIS 1988, Foreword).

Within this briefly sketched national context and with the Superintendent's
intentions in mind, a chronological background of events regarding the
beginning and initial year and one half of implementation of the Learning
Center Program follows.

State Context.

The Board of Education directed the Department to investigate the merits,
cost and feasibility of establishing "schools to serve as enrichment centers
for fields such as fine arts, marine science, and industrial arts" (OIS, 1988,
p. I). The Senate of the 13th Legislature, Regular Session of 1986, with
the House of Representatives concurring, asked the Department to study the
feasibility of establishing magnet schools and to recommend a plan and
propose a pilot project, if that was appropriate.

Subsequently, the Curriculum Committee of the Board of Education on June
17, 1986 recommended that learning centers, a variant of the nation
magnet school concept, should begin September 1986 or as feasible. This
action was based on two reports, one by the then Deputy Superintendent

'See Glen, 1988b; Bastian, Fruchter, Gittell, Greer & Haskins, 1985: &
Nathan, 1987. The best known features are those described by Glen whose
choice plan for Cambridge, Massachusetts was so success'm that it has been
used as a model by states and districts all across the country.
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about the proceedings of the International Conference on Magnet Schools
also attended by member Boardnra cation and (wo State
Senators, and the other report by the then Director of Planning and
Evaluation about evaluation of mainland magnet schools and current plans
for Hawaii's Learning Centers.

At its July 24, 1986 meeting, the Board of Education approved the
Curriculum Committee's recommendation to establish learning centers when
feasible. Beginning January 23, 1987, 14 Learning Centers located at 13
high schools in five districts began operation with savings from the 19E6-87
fiscal year budget.

In May 1987, formative evaluation data were collected for the 14 Learning
Centers then in place using parent and student surveys, on-site visitations
and interviews of the Learning Center coordinators and principals.
Individual evaluation reports of the first four months or so of operation for
each of the 14 Learning Centers described each school-level program,
documented implementation events and provided information to assist future
development of each center at the school level.

In the beginning of the 1987-88 school year, these individual evaluation
reports on the Spring 1187 Learning Centers were distributed to their
respective districts and Learning Centers coordinators for comment and
review. An overall evaluation report was also prepared which condensed
and summarized the information in the 14 individual reports, provided
recommendations and raised issues relevant to state level decision-making
about the LC program design and future implementation.'

In the Fall SY 1987-88, 13 of the original 14 and seven additional Learning
Centers began operations. At this point, twenty Learning Centers were thus
in place in all seven school districts.

Beginning in November 1987, a number of the Spring 1987 evaluation
recommendations were acted upon: (1) Draft of the Learning Center
Guidelines was developed and distributed by OIS and information-planning
meetings were held with State Learning Center program managers and
district and school Learning Center coordinators; (2) Technical assistance
was provided by the Evaluation Section to the district and school Learning
Center coordinators and/or principals regarding measurement of objectives
and evaluation data collection procedures; and (3) State Learning Center
program managers and district Learning Center coordinators assisted in
school level program development and responded to Learning Center school-
level requests for assistance.

The overall and the 14 individual Learning Center evaluation reports
for spring 1987 are available upon request from the Planning and Evaluation
Branch, Office of the Superintendent.
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THE LEARNING CENTER PROGRAM

Goals, Definitions and Description

This section is derived from the Learning Center Guidelines (01S, 1988). All quotes
which follow, unless otherwise indicated, are from that document. This section
presents the broad state-level goals of the overall Learning Center program; defines
the structural and content features of a generic Learning Center; and describes the
intended outcomes of such a state-wide program.

State Learning Center Goals.

The goals of the Learning Center program are four:

o To expand educational choices for public school students with
special interests and talents

o To make efficient use of educational resources, such as
fry-";ties, staff and equipment

o To encourage school-community collaboration and use of high
quality and technologically advanced community resources

o To provide public school parents with new choices on the kinds
of education they want for their children (Dp.2-3).

Definition and Description.

A generic Learning Center is a specialized program organized around a theme or
subject area; is open to all public school students regardless of district and school
attendance boundaries who are interested in acquiring and developing particular
talents and skills in depth; and is taught in innovative ways by highly skilled
teachers.

A Learning Center should offer a prograin formerly unavailable either because
facilities, specialized staff and/or other resources are lacking or because the year-
to-year student demand for certain courses at any one school is low or variable.
Thus a program should enrich and expand learning experiences by introducing new
or formerly unavailable courses or set of activities, by offering adjunct enrichment
experiences via community involvement, and/or by providing new or expanded
experiences integrated within existing courses (p.2).

The Learning Center program is intended to make maximum use of expensive and
scarce resources (e.g. , costly equipment) and to avoid duplication by concentrating
such resources (e.g., teachers and equipment) in a high school Learning Center.
Students "with a particular ability and need from all of the district's high schools"
may then use them (p.3). These scarce resources should also be available to students
from elementary and intermediate feeder schools as appropriate (p. 4). Extended
school day scheduling is an option depending on the program and student demand.

The Learning Center program is intended to equalize educational opportunities by
providing truly open choices to public school parents and their children. Thus
Learning Centers "are not to serve as special programs for students who do not
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succeed in regular schools... There should be an emphasis on ... educational options
for all students, not just the very bright..., the handicapped..., or the problem
students (p . 5) . The Learning Centers will not exclude 0 I' segregate students
because of race or financial or social status, and ability and previous educational
experiences for entry level courses" (p.3). To ensure fairness, openness and
educational equity, admission standards for basic or entry level courses are to be
open and based only on interest and space. If applications exceed openings,
students should be randomly selected (p. 6).

However, a given Learning Center (or portions of a Learning Center's program) may
be targeted for specific students and have selective admission procedures (e.g.,
theatrical audition, grade point average, etc.). But such Learning Centers should
"not be perceived by parents and students as an expansion of gifted and talented
programs" (p.7).

An additional exception to open admission standards is the Learning Center (or
portion thereof) which offers advanced level courses and/or activities that require
prerequisite skills or knowledge. "Prerequisites are expected of all students
registered for advanced courses, as (sic) the case in the regular school program"
(p.7)

To provide access and equity, parents of students accepted into a given Learning
Center should be granted district exceptions if the Learning Center is not the
students' home school (i.e., attendance area). The same exception applies for
enrollment across district lines. However, transportation to and from the Learning
Center high sch-3l is the responsibility of the parents and students regardless of
distance (p. 7).

Desired Generic Outcomes.

Desired outcomes are expected in five areas: High levels of student achievement in
the Learning Center theme area; high levels of student and teacher motivation and
student commitment to learning; low levels of behavioral and attendance problems;
more opportunity for cooperative peer learning experiences; and strong links with
community resources.
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Design and Procedures

Evaluation Design.

8

Since the Learning Centers are, by design, distinctive and responsive to the school,
community and district needs and strengths, the method for evaluation needed to
respect such "individuality". At the same time, a number of generic outcomes and
structural features set within the individual Learning Centers' themes are also
expected. In addition, all the Learning Centers are essentially in the formative
program development stage. The few months in operation during Spring 1987
provided only a minor headstart for the 13 Learning Centers. With these
considerations in mind, the evaluation design was formative in purpose and involved
collecting descriptive implementation data, data on each Learning Center's
objectives, and data on the impact of the program oil the three targeted groups
(parents, teachers, students) listed in Desired Outcomes section of the Learning
Center Guidelines (1988). Individual evaluation reports were prepared for all 20
Learning Centers for the purpose of state, district and school level improvement.
The following sections of this overall report summarize and condense the
information contained in these 20 evaluation reports. For further details and
clarification, see the respective Learning Center's SY 1987-88 Evaluation Report
available from the Planning and Evaluation Branch (PEB), Office of the
Superintendent.

Data Collection Procedures.

Six types of data were collected in the Spring of 1988 for each Learning Center.

1. Descriptive Data on the 20 Learning Centers.
All the descriptive information regarding program development and implementation
were provided by the school principal, Learning Center coordinator and/or district
coordinators. The data were collected using written evaluation report guides,
interviews, and on-site visits. in both the interviews and written report guide,
Learning Center coordinators provided their significant accomplishments; shared the
concerns and problems they faced implementing this major new program; and
described areas for improvement. This information comprises the impact on the
teachers of the Learning Center Program.

The rest of the descriptive data covered the areas of Learning Center Purposes
(Theme and Theme Selection, Enrichment and Expansion Focus, and Goals and
Objectives), Program Resources (Advisory Body, Personnel, Community Resources,
and Funding and Costs), Students Served (Selection Criteria and Enrollment by
School and grade), Major Program Activities (Organization, Scheduling and
Instructional Activities).

2. Student& Grades and Attendance. These two measures are considered indirect
indicators of student achievement and interest.
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3. Data on Measurable Student Objectives.
The objectives varied by Learning Center and therefore so did the data collection
procedures for each. These results on objectives reflect, in part, the impact of the
Learning Center on the students.

4. Results of Student Evaluation Questionnaire.
The questionnaire covered four areas: Enrichment and Expansion of Learning,
Motivation and Commitment, Improvement of Attitude, Assessment of Instructional
Activities. Students also rated their own commitment and interest and rated the
overall quality of the Learning Center program. These results reflect the impact
upon and a view of the Learning Center program from those most directly involved,
the F tudents.

5. Results of the Parent Evaluation Questionnaire.
The questionnaire asked parents about the extent of their information and
involvement vis-a-vis the children's Learning Center program and extent of
information about other Learning Centers in the district;-benefits to their children
because of the Learning Center experience; whether their children's Learning Center
should be continued; and finally they were asked to rate their children's Learning
Center program. These results reflect, in part, whether the Learning Centers
provided real choices on the kinds of education the parents want for their children
(i.e., equity, accessibility, excellence and needs met).

6. Other Evaluation Findings.
These findings were from scho-,1 level surveys, tests, ratings by community experts
and other forms of information -- testimonial letters, community support, etc.

Descriptions of the 20 Learning Centers

Theme and Location. Table I presents the district and high school location of the
20 Learning Centers along with a condensed description of their theme content.
Learning Centers are located in all seven districts (Honolulu: 6 out of 6 high
schools; Central: 4/6; Leeward: 2/5; Windward: 3/4; Hawaii: 2/8; Maui: 2/6; Kauai:
1/3). Statewide, 53% of the schools serving high school students have Learning
Center programs.

Five Learning Center programs offer performing arts; three themes deal with media
communication; seven have an occupational-career technology focus; and five offer
more classic academic themes.

Program Enrichment and Expansion. The Learning Centers reported how their
programs enriched and expahued their regular high school programs or their already
existing distinctive programs (e.g., Community Quest). Three types of enrichment
and expansion categories were identified:

1. New or Formerly Unavailable Courses or Training. For example,
Radford's International Studies offered one course (Latin) not available at

21
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Table 1.

HONOLULU DISTRICT (6)

Science and Technology

Integrates science, math and technology within an
applied career focus from technician in pr ofessional

Farrington High School

Perla-ming Arts

fillets advanced vocal and play production
orchesli a accompaniment and ci eative dramatics

Kaimuki High School

Communication Arts and Technology

Integrates traditional communication swills with media
technology via video, script and TV productions

Kaiser High School

Internalise/1.a Studies and Foreign Lano ages

Connects foreign language learning with native
speakers of the foreign languages via
telecommunication and native speaking foreign
language drill masters

' Kalani High School

Science

Offers advanced academic learning In science and
related areas

Roosevelt High School

Humanities

Integrates history and philosophy with creative
script writing and play production

McKinley High School

CENTRAL DISTRICT ii)

Agricultural Mechanics

Offers vocational skills focusing on farming --
small engine repair and maintenance, carpentry,
masonry, eliectiicity, and irrigation

Leitrim.] High School

LEARNING CENTER LOCATIONS AND THEME CONTENT

Aloha and Communscation

Combines technical video production s; ills with
language arts and journalism

Moanalua High School

International Studies

Offers a broad academic theme in social studies
and humanities with an adjunct educational
technology focus

Radford High School

Poorer and Aulamiture Technoiogy

Provides high tech individualized automotive
vocational program linking skills, job shadcwing
and work-study experiences

Waialua High School

LEEWARD DISTRICT (2)

Waring Science

Focuses on the mutual Impact of the marine
environment and societal-technological environment

Waianae High School

Business and Computer Technology

Integrates technological advances with business
office practices via classroom and on the -lob
training, including career planning

Waipahu High School

WINDWARD DISTRICT (3)

Ce 'unity Performing Arts

Offers drama and advanced music band
performance training

Kahuku High School

Community Quest

Offers a "School without Walls" program through
Lea '-ning Stations across Oahu covering nearly all
curriculum areas with strong focus on career
extiloraiion

Kailua High School

Coemurocahon Arts

Offers creative expression and literacy development
via film and video production

Kalalleo High School

HAWAII DISTRICT 12)

Per formance Arts

Offer s 'Olen mediate and advanced training in
or ama, vocal music., and theatrical production
le g sterling and set designing, etc

Hilo High School

Electronics Technical

Offers electronic theories and skill development
combined with work habits and ele Ironic career
exploration

Waiakea High School

MAUI DISTRICT (2)

Performing Arts

Offers basic and advancer, training in drama,
pantomime, vocal music, media literacy and theater
product ion

Baldwin High School

Agriculture

Emphasizes plant science (gardening, landscaping,
and grounds maintenance) with secondary focus
on agricultural mechanics

Lahainaluna High School

KAUAI DISTRICT Ill

Performing Arts

Focus is on development of theatrical skills
lac ling singing, dancing) and drama performance

Kauai School

* These 13 Learning Centers were in operation a little more than four months the previous sLhool year,
Spring 1987 (i.e., from approx:mately January 27, 1987 to June 9, 1987).
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any other public school on Oahu and another (Russian) not available atany other public school in the state.

2. Adjunct Enrichment Via Community Resources and Involvement.Farrington's Science and Technology, for instance, had 46 communityexperts ranging from nuclear engineer to carpente- as guest speakers aspart of their Support and Enrichment program strand.

3. Restructured-Expanded Curriculum Content Via Integration. Waialua'sPower and Automotive Technology integrated use of computerizeddiagnostic automotive equipment into their automotive lab and coursecontent.

Figure 1 presents the number of Learning Centers that offered each type ofenrichment. These numbers are based only on the high school program and do notinclude elementary and intermediate feeder school services often provided by theLearning Centers. All but one had two types of enrichment while eight had allthree types.

20

Figure 1

Learning Center Programs:
Types of Enrichment and Expansion

No ot Learning Centers

Nev. or Formerly Adjunct Enrchment Restructured-Expanded
Experiences

Types of Enrichment and Expansion
Una%adable Curriculum Content

Types

1

I
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Admission Procedures. Student admission procedures are presented in Table 2 byLearning Center theme. "Open admission" means students are selected on interestis demonstrated by completing application forms, interviews, submitting teacherrecommendations, etc. Selective admission means that certain requirements orcriteria must have been met . The category, "Other," usually involved selectingcourses, not students, which corresponded to the Learning Centel theme. Students
who were registered in those courses became "Learning Center students." This formof "captive" admission is only an interim, ad hoc selection procedure. It was usedmainly because timing of registration for fall classes (January 1988) and timing offunding of the Learning Centers (summer 1988 notification for fah opening) couldnot be synchronized.

All five performing arts centers used selective admission for portions of theirprograms. Two of the three communication Learning Centers relied mairly oncourse registration while one was highly selective. Among the occupational-careerter-hnology Learning Centers, two had open admission, three had selectiveprocedures, and two used course registration. Four of the five Learning Centerswith academic themes had selective criteria, with one of these four having openadmission for a portion of its program.

Scheduling Options. In order to accommodate and attract both high school studentsoutside the Learning Center attendance area and provide conveniently timed servicesto elementary and intermediate school students; to accommodate and attractinstructors with specialized expertise; and/or to augment in-class course content andinstruction, many Learning Centers offered "after-school" options. Such "after-school" options mean evenings, weekends and before and after school hours.
Some "after-school" activities were year long courses f ;-: credit; others wererequired as part of the courses offered during the regular school day; some werefor intermediate students only; while still others provided increased access to costlyequipment by staffing labs (e.g., computer technology labs) after school hours.

Overall, 15 Learning Centers had both during and "after school programs; one(Waiakea) had after school activities only; and four (Kaiser, Kailua, Lahainaluna, andWaianae) had no extended school hours.

Program Resources. There are four categories of Learning Center resources, eachcontributing to the program in ways described below. These resources by Learning
Center are summarized in Tables 3a and 3b.

1. Advisory Board. To include parents, teachers and students, its function isto assist the Learning Center in assessing long-term needs and developing
long-term plans (01S, 1988, p.6). Most often community expertise in the
Learning Center content area was also represented on the Boards.
2. Instructional Personnel. The Learning Centers were to be staffed with atleast a part-time Coordinator wno would also teach Learning Center classes.
The Coordinator's responsibilities were both many and varied plan, staff,budget, publicize, supervise, schedule, keep records, submit reports, attend
district and state meetings and in general implement the program.

Teachers from the regular school staff were also to instruct Learning Center
classes as the program expanded and developed.
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Learning Center

TINDIE TERRORISING ARTS

Performing Arts (Kaimuki)

Community Performing Arts
(Kahuku)

Performance Arts (Hilo)

Performing Arts (Kauai)

Performing Arts (Baldwin)

THEME CONINUNICATION

Communicative Arts and
Technology (Kaiser)

Communication Arts (Ka laheo)

Media and Communications
(Moans lua)

THEME OCCUPATIONAL-
CAREER TECHNOLOGY

Science and Technology
(Farrington)

Comm.mity Quest (Ka Ilua)

Agricultural Mechanics (Lellehua)

Power and Automotive
Technology (Wa lotus)

Business and Computer
Technology (Waipahu)

Electronics Technical (Wa lake/0

Agriculture (Lahainaluna)

TIE ACADEMIC
Humanities (McKinley)

International Studies and Foreign
Languages (Kalani)

International Studies (Radford)

Science (Roosevelt)

Marine Science (Ws lane.)

111111 11E111 111111 111111 111111 111111 1111E1 111E11 11E 1111I1

Table 2. LEARNING CENTER STUDENT ADMISSION PROCEDURES

Open Admission

x (Drama)

x ( theatrical production only)

x ( Baldwin High students only)

x (non-credit workshop only)

x (non-registered students)

a (did not employ random
eclectic s, used "first come,
lrst serve" selection)

x (priority to y,ikles 10-12
end ihose with greatest
expressed interest and need)

x (political science and
non credit tang- culture
courses)

26

Selective Admission

A (audition -- acting)
a (advanced band skills)

x (audition singing and
acting)

x (auditions -- acting, singing,
dancing)

a (auditions non-Caldwin
students)

x (rank ordered ratings of
interest, talent and
academic achievement)

x (required average reading
level and at least one Intro
level Ag course)

x (completion of Intro
level course with grade of
B or better)

x (attendance, overall scholastic
record, and work habits)

x (grades, and qualify for
English Honors course)

x (advanced level in selected
foreign language)

x (Advanced Placement
stanines 8-9, high verbal
scores and good oral and
written communication skills)

a (Advanced Placement in
science, non Roosevelt by
quality of essay)

Other

i (course registration and
G/T classes)

a (cou-se registration)

.. (registration in entry level,
advanced and elective courses
which fit theme and taught by
teachers willing to oarticirsta)

x (registration In Intro -level
and elective courses)

x (elementary selected by school;
intermediate by science class
period, high school by research
science project)
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Part-time paid or volunteer instructors from the community could also provide
specialized teaching expertise ar.i/or community agencies could be contracted
to provide special services to the Learning' Center.

3. Community Resources. This category includes a variety of serv:ces and
resources provided by community agencies and community resource people.
Their services ranged from donating materials, supplies and/or money; serving
as guest speakers and demonstrators; to providing publicity, community
facilities, labor, career shadowing and apprenticeship type experiences.

4. Funding. Funds from all sour-_-.es are included in this category: DOE funds
(funds specifically allocated for the Learning Center program and
district/school reserve funds), federal grant money and private donations.

Summary of information in Tables 3a and 3b is described below:

o Fourteen Learning Centers had formal Advisory Boards providing guidance
and assistance. Of the six without such Boards, one had an informal faculty and
parent group (Baldwin) and one other (Kailua) had a Student Executive Council
which has been part of the Community Quest program for years.

o Six Learning Centers (Kaiser, Kalani, McKinley, Waianae, Waipahu, Hilo)
reported full time Coordinator positions and a seventh (Kailua) had two full time
Coordinators. The remaining 13 had part-time, typically .5 FTE, Coordinators.

The number of Regular Staff involved in teaching Learning Center classes as
part of their regular responsibilites varied greatly across the Centers. For example,
one Center had 15 regular teachers who taught one or more designated Learning
Center classes (Farrington) while seven Centers had r J regular staff involved in
teaching (Kaimuki, Waialua, Waianae,Kahuku, Hilo, Waiakea, Kauai)6 . Typically, there
were no reg.. lar teachers who taught Learning Center classes full time.

o Twelve of the 20 Centers hired Chner Personnel either part-time teachers,
contracted individual specialists and/or community agencies, or both. It seemed that
these instructors were mainly used to provide elementary and intermediate students
with Learning Center experiences (e.g., mini-workshops, non-credit classes, drama
training, etc.), a difficult task for tne C Jrdinator or regLar staff to do either
during or after a full day of high school responsibilities, particularly when the high
school strand of the program has after school enrichment activit.s.

o All 20 Learning Centers had some type 0'. Community Involvement. The type and
extensiveness depended, in part, on the program content and focus as well as on
the geographic location. Obviously, Centers located in rural areas have fewer local
community resources upon which to draw.

6 The regular staff count does not include teachers holding a portion of
the Coordinator position. Often it was split between two or more regular staff
members.
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Table 33.

LEARNING CENTER RESOURCES:
Advisory Board and Instructional Personnel

Site and Theme Advisory Board Instructional Personnel

HONOLULU DISTRICT

Science and Technology 10-member formal board: 3 LC Coordinators: .16 FTE each
(Farrington) DOE 2 LC instructors,

principal; Community
15 regular staff

1 student, 1 parent,
5 business and higher
education representatives

Perfuming Arts none DOE: Non-DOE
(Kaimuki) LC Coordinator: .33 FTE Feeder School Services:

After school hours: Alliance for Drama
8 paid part-time teacher-
3 staff volunteers

Education (paid)
Honolulu Theater for

Youth (paid)
Communication Arts 6-member formal board: DOE Non-DOE

and Technology DOE 2 teachers, administrator; LC Coordinator: 1.00 FTE Student Production
(Kaiser) Community - parent, student,

and techni,:al expert
3 regular staff Consultant (paid)

International Studies none LC Coordinator: 1.00 FTE
and Foreign Languages
(Kalani,

Humanities 16-member formal board:

2 regular staff ,

DOE

11 pert-time teachers
(includes D Masters)

Non-DOE
(McKinley) all schoo! staff 2 LC Coordinators : Alliance for Drama

.5 FTE each
5 regular staff

20

education (paid)
Honolulu Theater for

Youth (paid)
6 instructional music-

drama experts (paid)
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Site and Theme

Science
(Roosevelt)

CENTRAL DISTRICT
Agricultural II ledmnics

(Leilehua)

Advisory Board

21-member formal board:
all community resource and
includes 6 parents; also
formed Steering Committee
(school staff and adminis-
trators and 9-member LC
student advisory board

11-member formal board:
4 farmers/ranchers; 2 ag.
mechanics; 1 florist;
1 carpenter; 1 alumnus;
a student and parent

Media and Coonsunication 9-member
(Moanalua) DOE

3 teachers
and principal

International Studies
(Radford)

Amer and Automotive
Technology
(Waialua;

3u

formal board:
Non-DOE

1 media
consultant

2 alumni
2 students

9-member formal board:
DOE Non-DOE

4 trteachers 2 students
1 VP 2 parents

8-member formal board:
DOE Non-DOE

1 program 1 technical
specialist advisor

2 administrators 1 parent
2 LC instructors 1 student

Instructional Personnel

LC Coordinator: .50 FTE
3 regular staff

LC Coordinator: .50 FTE
2 regular staff
1 part-time teacher

LC Coordinator: .50 FTE
1 regular staff

DOE
LC Coordiiir.
7 regular staff

.50 FTE
Non-DOE

3 paid course instructors
(LCC, St. Andrew's,

and Damien)

DOE Non-DOE
LC Coordinator: .:3 FTE 3 paid technical community
LC instructor. .16 FTE experts (demonstrations

and class instruction)
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Site and Theme

LEEWARD DISTRICT

Marine Science
(Waianae)

Business and Computer
Technology
(Waipahu)

VrINDWARD DISTRICT

Community Performing
Arts
(Kahuku)

Community Quest
(Kailua)

Communication Arts
(Kalaheo)

3'4

Advisory Board

none

13-member formal board:
DOE Non-DOE

2 district
specialists

high school
parent/teacher

Instructional Personnel

2 students,
State Senator,
LCC chair-
person, 6
business reps
(Chevron,
McDonald's,
Bank of Hawaii,
Yick Lung, etc.)

7-member formal board:
Non-DOE
2 parents, 1 student, 5
community people (BYU,
K5-TV, video producer, etc.)

No formal board; Student
Executive Council

No formal board

LC Coordinator: 1.00 FTE

LC Coordinator: 1.00 FTE
6 regular staff
Li regular staff volunteers (lecturers,

interviews, etc.)

DOE
LC Coordinator: .33 FTE

Li part-time teachers

DOE
2 LC CooraiTators:

1.00 FTE each
I LC instructor (paid)

1.00 FTE
1 regular staff
1 educational assistant

Non-DOE
Alliance for Drama

Education (paid)
(outreach program)

Non-DOE
Chapter 1 tutor (Federal

funds)

I LC Coordi _itor: .33 FTE
1 LC Coordinator: .16 FTE
Li part-time teachers (after school)
1 regular staff
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Site and Theme

HAWAII DISTRICT

Performing Arts
(yilo)

Electronics Technical
(Waiakea)

MAUI DISTRICT
Perlbrming Arts

(Baldwin)

Agriculture
(Lahainaluna)

34

Advisory Board

15-member formal board:
DOE

3 teachers
3 administrators

Non-DOE
3 students
3 parents
3 community

advisors

12-member formal board:
DOE Community

2 eTTcIi-onics 8 government
teachers and private

sectors of
electronics
industry;
2 Hawaii CC
electronics
instructors

Informal body of faculty,
parents and community
representatives; no students

10-member formal board:
DOE Community

2 LCFeachers 2 parents
1 administrator 2 students

3 community
landscapers

Instructional Personnel

DOE
LC Coordinator: 1.00 FTE

Non-DOE
4 personal contracts

LC Coordinator: .5 FTE
(teacher: full-time)

DOE
2 LC Coordinators split:

.33 FTE and .16 FTE
4 regular staff (part-time)

Non-DOE
7 paid resource people
(technical director,
choreographer, voice
instructor, dance
instructor, technician,
publicist, organizer)
2 agency contracts (Maui
Youth Theater Covenant
Players)

LC Coordinator: .5 FTE
(teacher: full-time)

I regular staff
1 guest teacher
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Site and Theme Advisory Board

KAUAI DISTRICT

Performing Arts
(Kauai)

36

Formal board:
DOE Community

LC staff 2 parents
Deputy District 1 director,
Superintendent Kauai

Community
Players

Instructional Personnel

DOE
LC Coordinator: .5 FTE

(teacher: full-time)
7 part-time teachers

(after school)

Non-DOE
7 part-timeTFaicir

instructors (drama,
technical director,
set designers, musician,
etc.)

r;3r



Site and Theme

HONOLULU DISTRICT

Science and Technology
(Farrington)

Performing Arts
(Kaimuki)

Communication Arts
and Technology
(Kaiser)

International Studies
and Foreign Languages
(Kalani)

3S

ra mm =w mE In= N
Table 3b.

LEARNINC ,ENTER RESOURCES:
Community Resources and Funding

Community Resources

14 business-community agency exhibitors
(e.g., Queen's Medical Center, Hawaiian
Electric, HCC, NASA-UH, etc.)
47 guest speakers (e.g., U.S. Navy, UH,
HCC, engineers, biomedical technicians, etc.
10 community field trip sites (e.g., St.
Francis Medical Center, Healthcare Assoc.
of Hawaii Convention, UH College of
Engineering, etc.)

5 business-community agencies (e.g.,
Alliance for Drama Education, Honolulu
Theater for Youth, Rhema Sound,
KHET, Artists-in-the-Schools)
5 community experts (stage lighting,
props and equipment)

4 community agencies (e.g., Junior
Achievement, Pacific Circle Consortium,
McCaw Cablevision, etc.)
4 guest speakers; 2 graphic arts experts;
clerical helper; 2 consultants

1 guest speaker (HPC) and 3 consultants for
telecommunication equipment and computer
programming
4 community agencies (Career Kokua, UH
computer facilities, 'Ahahui 'Ole lo Hawaii'i,
Alliance Francais)

)

=No =IN - I

Funding

DOE Non-DOE
Distria : $ 45, 928 2 grants: $ 6,300
School : $ 1, 000

Grand Total: $ 53,228

Major expenditure:
Computer lab equipment $ 24,000

DOE Non-DOE
Total :------- 41 , 928 none

Major expenditures:
Personnel $ 22,756 (PTTs)
Supplies & materials $ 8, 692
Contractual services $ 8, 800

(Alliance for Drama Education,
Honolulu Theater for Youth)

DOE Non-DOE
District: $ 41,928 Grants: $ 32,420

Grand Total : $ 74, 348

Major expenditures (DOE only) :
Personnel $ 23, 700
Equipment $ 16, 000

DOE
District: $ 45,928

Non-DOE
2 unspecified

donations
Major expenditures:

Personnel $ 20, 896
(Staff lang. labs & advanced

course:;)
Supplies & materials $ 23,545

(e.g., textbooks & lang. tapes,
computer instructional software)

g)

N
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Site and Theme Community Resources

Humanities
(McKin!cy)

Scienct
(Roosevelt)

CENTRAL Dr-

Agricultural Mechanics
(Leilehua)

5 community resource people (e.g., UH,
journalist, publicist)
7 production evaluators

8 science experts provided career
shadowing, career consultation, and
materials (e.g., Honolulu Star Bulletin,
UN School of Medicine, Cancer Research
Center, etc.)
25 guest speakers (e.g., Hawaiian Electric,
National Weither Service, C & C Emergency
Medical i eam, etc.)

3 business-tech and 5 resource experts-
demonstrators and guest speakers

Media and Ovemunication 3 consultants (video, LCC, media library)
2 AV-equipment experts(Moanalua)

Funding

DOE Non-DOE
$ 47,729.91 Grant : $ 23,200

Total : $ 70,929.91
Major t :penditures:

Personnel $ 26,724 (DOE)
$ 12,700 (non-DOE)

Production c ,ntract $ 10,500
(non -DOE)

DOE Non-DOE
District: $ 43,500 none
Major expenditure:

Science lab equipment $31, 500

DOE Non-DOE
TotalT7 28,361 none
Major expenditures:

Supplies & materials $ 13,111
(unspecified)

Equipment $ 8,000
(plasma arc, tungsten inert
gas welder, photo sound units,
zoom Icnses)

DOE
Total : 45,370.86
Major expenditures:

Equipment $ 43,193.28
(videocassette recorders,
speakers, receiver-monitor,
superimposer, etc-)

Non-DOE
none



Site and Theme

International Studies
(Radford)

Power and Automotive
Technology
(Waialua)

LEEWARD DISTRICT

Marine Science
(Waianae)

Business and Commuter
Technology
(Waipahu)

42

Community Resources

4 guest speakers (CINCPAC, UH, BOE,
etc.)
2 video/computer consultants

Coop. Ed. volunteers (e.g., lge's Auto
Repair, Waialua Sugar, Waimea Falls)
7 career shadowing businesses (e.g.,
Cutter Ford, Hawaiian Bitumuls, Phil's
Auto, Sears, etc.)
5 instructional technical experts (for
computerized equipment, welding, etc.
from Auto Equipment, Sun Electric,
Waialua Sugar, etc.)

5 agencies (7 resource people) provided
marine specimens, literature, consultation,
etc. (Waikiki Aquarium, Sea Grant UH, Opelu
Project, Koolina Resorts, etc.)

12 agencies: guest speakers, donations,
career shadowing, interviewing, child labor
verifying, etc. (e.g., West Pearl Harbor,
Rotary Club, Waipahu Business Assoc.,
Bank of Hawaii, First Hawaiian Bank,
Chevron, Cannon's Business College,
Campbell Transition Center, etc.)
23 resource people (career shadowing,
inter\ levying, etc. )
I over 40 people I

Funding

DOE
Total : $ 32, 831
Major expenditures:

Equipment $ 15,135
(Macintosh, computer video
production)

Personnel $ 9, 650

Non-DOE
none

DOE
Total : $ 52, 896
Major expenditure ;:

Equipment $ 51,624
(computerized engine analyzer,
car hast and alignment,
computerized wheel balancer
and AC service center, etc.)

Non-DOE
none

DOE Non-DOE
Total : $ 45, 000 none
Major expenditures:

Equipment $ 29,000
(microscopes, computers,
microwave oven, aquariums,
refrigerator, xerox machine, etc. )

DOE Non-DOE
Total : $ 45, 000 $ 1,200 (Chevron)

Donations: $25- 75
Major expenditures:

Equipment $ 42,733
(computers, modem, telephone
line, electronic memory
typewriters, etc.)



Site and Theme

WINDWARD DISTRICT

Community Perforating
Arts
(Kahuku)

Community Quest
(Kailua)

Communlartion Arts
(Kalaheo)

Community Resources

Alliance for Drama consultants, Kahuku
Public Library (printed programs)
8 resource experts (pal ents, professional
musicians, Royal Hawaiian Band member,
Honolulu Symphony member, etc.)

77 catalogue listings of learning stations
(e.g., UH, Sheraton Waikiki, Travel Lodge,
Honolulu Police Department, Aerobic and
Jazz Dancing, State Legislature, Hawaii
State Hospital, etc.)

Funding

61 listed community agencies (e.g., BYU, E-W
Center, LCC, Hawaii Loa, Kamehameha Schools,
Hawaii Production Center, Eastman Kodak,
Photomart, Kailua Chamber of Commerce, Attco,
Inc., Pacific Instrumentation, Hawaiian Electric,
Hawaii Underseas Research Lab, etc.)

DOE Non-DOE
Total : $ 40, 490 none
Major expenditures:

Equipment $ 20, 000
(band instruments, sound system,
computer synthesizers, amplifiers,
etc.)

Personnel $ 18,590
(Alliance for Drama Education,
band director, music and drama
directors, workshop leaders, etc.)

DOE Non-DOE
Total77 41, 952 none
Major expenditures:

Personnel $ 20,053
(part-time ed. assistant to
collect and record student
attendance and assist in preparing
stu-!ent narrative report cards;
1 full-time instructor)

DOE
Total-77 41, 928
Major expenditures:

Equipment $ 20, 979
(video camera and recorder)

Personnel $ 12, 208
(4 part-time teachers and
7 student assistants)

Non-DOE
none



Site and Theme Community Resources

HAWAII DISTRICT

Performing Arts
(Hilo)

Electronics Technical
(Waiakea)

MAUI DISTRICT

Performing Arts
(Baldwir)

4 6

7 agencies (e.g., Kaniu K. Modeling, Hilo
Community Players, UHH, Comtec Cable
TV, Radio Shack)
5 volunteer resource people (provide
transportation, dance assistance,
computer programming, etc.)

7 agencies (Hawaii CC, Big Island Amateur
Radio Club, Hawaii Electric, Jet
Propulsion Lab, Hawaii Energy Extension
Service, etc.)
5 electronics experts (electronic technicians
and college instructors)

5 agencies (Baldwin Theater Guild,
Ashland Shakespeare Troupe, Friends of
Baldwin Theater, Maui Youth Theater,
Covenant Players)
22 resource people (11 paid, 11 volunteers,
for stage construction, publicity, public
relations, box office, etc.)

Funding

DOE Non-DOE
Total: $ 37,235 none
Major expenditures:

Personnel $ 22, 884
Equipment $ 14, 351

(computer for sound and light
system, music synthesizer, light
and sound equipment)

DOE Non-DOE
Total: $ 41,072 none
Majoi expenditures;

Equipment $ 28, 576
(electronic test equipment, laser
optics lab equipment, robotic
systems lab)

DOE Non-DOE
Total: $ '11,000 Baldwin Theater

Guild : $ 7, 000
Grand Total : $ 48,000

Major expenditures:
Personnel $ 16,553

(Resource people and 2 personal
contracts)

Supplies & materials $ 13, 709
(unspecified)

c, ';'
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Site and Theme Community Resources

Agriculture
(Lahainaluna)

KAUAI DISTRICT

Performing Arts
(Kauai)

4 agencies donated materials and supplies
(Hardie Irrigation, Maluhia Farms, Maui
Botanical Gardens, Pioneer Mill)
5 guest speakers, 2 guest instructors,
3 advisors, 1 publicity-author

15 agencies: donations of space, labor,
dance classes, materials, supplies (e.g.,
AMCATS, Great Leap Dance Co., Ace
Hardware, Lawai Cannery, Bid Save,
UH Drama Dept., etc.)
8 volunteer resource people (e.g.,
acting workshop director, photographer,
guest performer, etc.)

Funding

DOE
Total : $ 41,928

Non-DOE
Donations of

supplies
Major expenditures:

Equipment $ 17,252
(e.g., AC/DC generator/arch
welder, Rotovator, Airco welding
machine)

Supplies & materials $ 23,486
(unspecified)

DOE
Total 7.--.---. 48,953
Major expenditure:
Personnel $ 21,541
(workshop leaders,
technical and
production people)
Equipment $ 14,436
(synthesizer,
portable amplifier,
video camera, VCR,
screen TV)

Non-DOE
AMCATS

$ 500
Friends of Tony

Kunimura: $ 400
Big Save: $ 100

(scholarships,
video equipment,
dance platform)

Ace Hardware:
$ 1,000 (paint)
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o Allocated DOE Funding which was spent ranged from a low of $28,361 to a high
of $48.953. Maior expenditures are specified by Learning ranter in T.N. 3b. Note
that six Centers augmented their allocated funding with non-DOE funds from
business-community donations or federal grant money (Chapter 2).

Students Served. Table 4 presents the number of high school students enrolled in
each Learning Center along with withdrawals and services provided intermeniate and
elementary students.

High School Enrollment. Approximately 2,300 high school students were enrolled in
Learning Centers across ti-e. state. The number enrolled varied greatly from Center
to Center ranging from over 1,000 to 7. The differences in enrollment figures
represent one or more of three situations: the type of admission procedure used
(open, selective or "captive" described earlier), the extent and timing of information
to students about the Learning Center program within their own high school, and
fundamental student interest in the theme content.

Withdrawals. With one exception (Waiakea, 47% ), the number of withdrawals were
all less than 30% of the respective original enrollmen figures. Reasons for
withdrawals were not always known. Those reported were due to scheduling
conflicts with other after school activities, transportation difficulties, realization
that the program was not for them, and heavy demands of the program.

Elementary and Intermediate Student Involvement. Sixteen Centers provided varying
services to their district or complex elementary and intermediate school students.
These students were involved in the following ways: Enrolled in regularly scheduled
workshops and courses (e.g. , in Japanese or media communication); trained and
participated in performing arts productions and ensembi -; received direct classroom
instruction at their own school campuses (e.g. , in marine science or oral
interpretation); visited Learning Center campuses for demonstrations, open house,
exhibits, etc. ; presented with information about the Learning Center program; served
as audiences for play and music productions; or the schools received supplies and
products produced by high school Learning Center students. In some instances,
there were more elementary/intermediate students involved in the Learning Center
than high school students.

District Exceptions. Fifteen Learning Centers from all seven districts had "out of
district" or "out of attendance area" high school students enrolled for al, overall
total of 225 students (range: 1 to 38). This figure can serve as a useful baseline
from which to gauge program improvement and effectiveness of state and district
informational campaigns. Until the Leaning Center programs are stabilized and
more fully developed and until strong state arid district public information campaigns
are carried out, using such a figure as a significant measure of success is
premature.



Table 4. STUDENTS SERVED: HIGH SCHOC" ENROLLMENT AND COMPLEX SCHOOL SERVICES

Learning Center

HONOLU:.12 1-11CTr:ICT

High School Enrollment
After Withdrawals

Number of
Withdrawals

Sdence and Tachnekrgy
(Farrington)

performing Arts (Kaimukt)

Cammunkrition Arts and
Technology (Kaiser)

Internetiond Studies and
Foreign languages (Kalani)

1,3681

59

28

36

1

i 1

geeeerfues (McKinley) 51 6

Science (Roosevelt) 74 2

CENTRAL DISTRICT
Agricultural Iledernics 11 4

(Leilehua)

Midis and Communicatlerm 29 9

(Moanalua)

Interne, Shales (Radford) 107 31

Amer and Automotive 19 1

Technology (Waialua)

LEEWARD DISTRICT

Maine Science Illaisnori 12 2

Diminoss end Computer 192 11

Technology (Waipahu)

WINDWARD DISTRICT

Commtoulty Prirforming 77

Arts (Kahuku)

Cermiterrity QUIlii ( Ksolua) 72 S

CommunIcation Arts (Kalaheo) II4 0

HAWAII DISTRICT

Performance Arts (Hilo) 37 15

FJactronics Technical (WalaKea) 7 6

MAUI DISTRICT
Performing Arts (Batdain) 130

Agriculture (Lahainatuna) 47 12

KAUAI DISTRICT

Performing Arts (Kauai) ll 4

Services to District/Comp ler.
Elementary and Intermediate Schools

Technology demonstrations, exhibits, science technology contests
and open house for all feeder schools and nearby elementary and
intermediate schools (300 6th graders)
Contracted performing arty services for 4 elementary and 3
intermediate schools (51 students)
Studio workshops for intermediate and elementary school students
(number of schools and/or students not reported)
14 seventh graders from 2 inrxrmediate schools enrolled in Japanese

Contracted performing arts services .or 3 intermediate schools to
give workshops on oral interpretation 1298 students)

None

Provided Information about LC to intermediate and elementary
schools

None

3 language and culture mini-courses open to all 6th to 8th graders
None

(50 students enrolled)

194 students served at 4 elementary and 2 inter nediate schools

None

14 Kahuku 4th to 8th graders participated in LC drama ensemble.
Ensembles presented Christmas show to 5th and 6th graders at
S schools (670 students)
None

25 students enrolled In Media Workshop class Several
presentations to Intermed.ate and elementary schools in district.

Performances for elementary and intermediate district schools and
consults with then- drama club achosors
8 intermediate students enrolled in LC activities

82 5th graders at 4 elementary schools had creative drama training.
24 intermediate students participated on LC productions. Schools
Invited to ti produitions
Provided materials (seeds, fertilizers) and ben, ,es to intermediate
school for campus beautification program

:11 intermediate students from 3 schools enrolled in performing arts
program Performances during school for all elementary,

Unclear whether these figures include withdrawals. intermediate, and high schools in the district.

r
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Overview of Student Evaluation Finciings

This section presents evaluation findings on indicators of student achievement as
well as the students' views of the Learning Center program and its impact on their
motivation, learning and attitudes. For more specific and detailed information on a
particular Learning Center, please see its respective individual Evaluation Report
available from the Office of the Superintendent, Planning and Evaluation Branch.

Grades and Attendance. Table 5 presents grades and attendance by Learning Center
for students enrolled in those strands of the program giving course credit. Two
Centers did not give grades or take attendance (1Naianae and Kahuku).

Figure 2 provides the percent of students receiving grades of A or B by the
number of Learning Centers. For 17 Centers at least 50% of the students earned
grades of A or B. Students received grades of D or F at 11 Centers which implies
that appropriate grading standards were maintained.

Fiaure 2

Learning Center Grades
No. of Learning Centers

6

4
1 1

1

1 pi.
None given 80- 39 80-89 so-se ro-r9 ao-ea 9o-loo

Grades of A or 13

1:\,',1 Pennant of Students
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Table 5. :,earning Center Grades and Attendance

District/High School
Location Grades

No. of Times Absent
(Unexcused)

timoLnu DISTRICT

Science and Technology A :12 %; B:21% 0:27%; 1:12%;
(Farrington) C:31%; D:18%; 2:8%; 3:6%;

(N=1345) F :18 4+:43%; Massing:4%

Performing Arts A:71%; B:26%; 0:74 %; 1:3%;
(Kaamuki) C:3% 2:10%; 3:10%;

(N=*) 4+:3%

Communication Arts A:54%; B:25%; 0:79%; 1:11%;
and Technology C:11%; D:11% 2:11%; 3:0%;
(Kaiser) 4+:0%

(N=28)

International Studies A:J11; B:39%; b.89%; 1:3%;
and Foreign Languages C:25%; D:6% 2:3%; 3:3%;
(Kalani) 4+:3%

(N.36)

Humanities A:41%; B:35%; 0:37%; 1:3%;
(McKinley) C:10%; D:6%; 2:0%; 3:3%;

(N.30) F:8% 4+:571

Science
(Roo,,velt)

A:26%; B:34%,

C'6%; D:16%;
0 1.1; 1:16%;

2:43; 3:1%
(N-74) F:6A 4+:54%

CENTRAL DISTRICT

Agricultural Mechanics A:91%; C:9% 0:91%; 1:0%;

(Leilehua) 2:0%; 3:0%;
(N.11) 4+:9%

Media and Communication A:44%; B:22%; 0:31; 1:25%;
(Moanalua) C:19%; D:16% 2:13%; 3:9%;

(N.32) 4+:16%

International Studies A:44%; B:43%; 0:77%; 1:8%;
(Radford) C:9%; D:3% 2:6%; 3:6%;

(N.79) I:12 4+:3%

Power and Automotive A:74%; B:26% 0:42%; 1:16%;

Technology 2:5%; 3:26%;
(Waialua) 4+:10%

(N.19)
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District/High School No. of Times Absent
Location Grades (Unezcused)

LEEWARD DISTRICT

Marine Science
(Wdianae)

(N.206)

(Grades 2 to 11)

None Given Not Taken

Business and Computer
Technology
(Waipahu)

(N.931

WINDWARD DISTRICT

4:17%; B:35 %;

C:18%; D:13%;

F:I7%

None Given

0:41%; 1:14%;

2:11%; 3:11%;

4+:24%

Not TakenCommunity Performing Arts
(Kahuku)

(N.91)

(Grades 4 to 12)

Community Quest A:507.; B:23% 0:72%; 1:15%;
Janus) C:16%; D:5%; 2:7%; 3:3%;() F:3%; 1:3% 4+:3%

Communication Arts A:51%; B:32%; 0:80%; 1:9%;
(Kalaheo) C:13%; D:2%; 2:2%; 3:2%;

(N46) 1:2% +:7%

HAWAII DISTRICT

Performing Arts A:73%; B:20%; 0:43%; 1:16%;
(Hilo) C:8% 2:14%; 3:12%;

(N51) 4+:16%

Electronics Technical A:25%; B:38%; 0:67%; 1:7%;
(Waiakea) C:38% 2:0%; 3:13%;

(N15) 4+:13%

MAUI DISTRICT

Performing Arts A:45%; B:35% 0:79%; 1:9%;
(Baldwin) C:14%; D:6% 2:6%; 3:3%;

(N.86) 4+:2%

Agriculture A:31%; B:44%; 0:14%; 1:19%;
(Lahainaluna) C:24% 2:24%; 3:14%;

(N37) 4+:30%

KAUAI DISTRICT

Performing Arts
(Kauai)

(N.84)

A:95%; 8:5%

54

0:94%; 1:4%;

2:1%; 3:1%;

4+:0%

*niffirult to dimr.rm4n.. from ffrords
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Figure 3 graphs the percent of times two or fewer unexcused absences occurred.
For seven Centers 9V, to 100% of the unexcused absences were two or fewer and
for 15 Centers at least 50% of the absences occurred two or fewer times. These
data suggest good student interest in their Learning Center programlactivities
particularly when compared to the statewide average of approximately 12.6 days
absent per student during SY 1987-88 7.

Figut e 3

Learning Center Attendance
No of Learning Centers

8,

71

5'
6

None Taker. 30-39 40-40 60-ea SO-SS 10-72 0-ea 0-100
Two or Fewer Unexcused Absences

MIA Unexcused Absences

Student Outcome Objectives. The specific objectives for each Learning Center, how
the objectives operationalize the Learning Center's school level goals, the extent to
which the objectives are measurable and were met are contained in each of the 20
individual Learning Center Evaluation Reports. Table 6 presents a condensed
picture of such information. Significant progress in developing objectives which are
measureable has been made since Spring 1987 inception of the Learning Center
program (cf Evaluation Report: Summary of Formative Findings for the 14 Learning
Centers Ini lated in Semester 2, SY 1986-87). In most cases, the student outcome
objectives were met or exceeded. In a few cases, data were not collected or
reported for some objectives. For some, time was spent developing instruments for
measuring objectives which will then be used in SY 1988-89. The standards set
(e.g., number or percent of students) and the criterion quality established (e.g. ,

perform at a Good or Excellent level) in general seemed above average and had to
be based on sound professional judgment and educational experience.

This figure includes elementary students whose attendance is typically
better than that of secondary students.

r r
4.9



Site and Theme

HONOLULU DISTRICT

Science and Tediumlow
(Farrington)

Performing Arts
(Kaimuki)

Communicmtion Arts
and Technology
(Kaiser)

Internadonal Studios and
Foreign Languages
(Kalani)

Humanities
(McKinley)

Science
(Roosevelt)

CENTRAL DISTRICT

Agricultural Mechanics
(Leilehua)

Ueda and Communication
(Moanalua)

International Studies
(Radford)

t...1 6

Table 6. LEARNING CENTER STUDENT OUTCOME OBJECTIVES

Number and Type

7 objectives:
(2) Interest and motivation re: science

and math
(3) Sci-Tech career awareness,

knowledge and career interest
(1) Improvement in math skills and

application
(1) Critical thinking and decision

making skills

1 objective:
(1) Academic - grade of C or better

3 objectives:
(1) Language facility
(1) Affective and personal growth
(1) Performance application

4 objectives:
(1) Language facility
(1) Affective-personal growth
(1) Performance application
(1) Academic

3 objectives:
(1) Language facility
(1) Affective-personal growth
(1) Performance application

4 objectives for AP courses:
(1) Receive course credit
(1) Independent research skills

(complete project)
(2) Participation (science network

and career shadowing)

3 objectives:
(1) Agricultural mechanics knowledge
(1) Work habits and behavior
(1) Hands-on skill mastery

2 objectives:
(1) Communication-language skills
(1) Interactional social skills

2 objectives:
(1) Affective effort and motivation
(1) Academic - AP exam scores

Measurable Status

yes

(baseline for longitudinal
comparisons, statistical
ANOVA, and traditional)

yes

yes

3 are measurable; 1 needs
quality criterion

Described in measurable terms,
but needs quality criterion/
standards

All measurable but need quality
criterion

yes

yes

yes

Objectives Met

For 2, instruments were developed;
data to be collected SY 1988-89.
Critical thinking: finding of no
statistical difference; all other
objectives met or exceeded

yes

yes

For 3, data not collectedireported;
performance objective was met

yes

yes

All but one (agricultural mechanics)
met

Instruments developed, data not
collected

All met or exceeded W
tv



Site and Theme

Rarer and Automotive
Technology
(Waialua)

LEEWARD DISTRICT

Marine Science
(Waianae)

Business and Computer
Technology
(Waipahu)

WINDWARD DISTRICT

Community Performing Arts
(Kahuku)

Community Quest
(Kailua)

Communication Arts
(Kalaheo)

HAWAII DISTRICT

Performing Arts
(Hilo)

Electronics Technical
(Waiakea)

58

Number and Type

3 objectives:
(1) Occupational skills and knowledge
(1) Work habits and behavior
(1) Post-secondary vocational pans

3 objectives:
(1) Academic and affective (skills,

attitudes and values)
(1) Re.earch skills
(1) Affective (attitude re: LC services)

3 objectives:
(1) Technical skills and knowledge
(1) Personal growth re: job search and

interview techniques
(1) Career knowledge and values

3 objectives:
(1) Performing arts skills
(1) Music skills
(1) Citizenship

L objectives:
(1) Thinking skills
(1) Language and computing skills
(1) Personal growth cooperation and

involvement
(1) Improve school behavior (attendance,

complete assignments, improve grades)

3 objectives:
(1) Writing skills (write original teleplay)
(1) Cooperative cinematography production
(1) Independent video or cinema production

3 objectives:
(1) Performance application
(1) Affective personal growth
(1) Academic grades

10 objectives:
All performance-application type

Measurable Status

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Stated in measurable terms

Not stated in measurable terms.
Date co:lection incomplete.

Objectives Met

All met or exceeded

All were met or exceeded

One objective was exceeded;
two not met

One was met; others had incomplete
data

A;1 but attendance sub-objective met

All but independent production met

All met

Not known/not reported

5 b



Site and Theme Number and Type Measurable Status Objectives Met

MAUI DISTRICT

Per:ow-ming Arts 3 objectives: yes For 2, no data collected, one met
(Baldwin) (1) Affective-personal growth (self-

concept)
(1) Performance skills
(1) Interest via attendance and

performance participation

Agriculture
(Lahainaluna)

2 objectives: yes Ail objectives exceeded
(1) Work attitudes, job skills and habits
(1) Post-secondary vocational plans

KAUAI DISTRICT

Performing Arts 3 objectives: yes All objectives exceeded
(Kauai) (1) Affective

(1) Career skills and knowledge
(1) Language facility
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Student Questionnaire Results

AL Learning Center students who were currently participating in the Learning
Center programs toward the end of Spring 1988 were surveyed. Their views on
their Learning Center program and data indicative of desired student benefits are
summarized below.

Student Return Rate. The return rate was exceptional with 18 of the Centers
having 60% or more of the Learning Center students returning the questionnaires
and more than half of the Centers had more than a,, 80% return rate. See Figure
4.

10

8

Figure 4

Student Survey Return Rate
No of Learning Centers

20-29 40-49 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-100
Percent Returned

E= Survey

Questionnaire Description. The questionnaire asked the Learning Center students
the extent to which they agree or disagree with 12 statements forming four
categories related to defining characteristics and desired outcomes of a generic
Learning Center program. The four categories (three items each) and summary
graphs for "Agree" and "Strongly Agree" responses are presented below.

I. Enrich and Expand items addressed the distinctiveness of the Learning Center
program in terms of amount, type and method of learning relative to a "regular"
program. Figure 5 shows that 60% percent or more of the students viewed their
Learning Center program as special in terms of the learning that took place. For
15 Centers, over 90% of the students agreed that the program enriched and
expanded their learning.

Cr'
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Figure 5

14

Enrich and Expand
No of Leer fling Centers

12

8

6
4

0
60 - 69 70 - 79 80 - 89

Percent of Students

EZ] Agreement

II. Motivation items asked students whether their attention and interest, effort,
and m )tiv,iiion to learn were high in the Learning Center program. Results
summarized in Figure 6 show that for all but two Centers, 60% or more of the
students -.el -rted high motivation. In 12 Centers the corresponding rate was more
than 80% These results are particularly good since many br Learning Center
students through "captive" admission procedures described earlier. When full choice
and student initiated admission procedures are fully in place, these figures should
increase.

Figure 6

Student Motivation
No of Learning Centers
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1 1
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40-49 60-69 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-100

Percent of Students

ES Agreement
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III. Improvement in Attitude items asked students to assess their attitude
toward school, learning, and classmates. These responses had greater variability than
any other categoly. From Figure 7, however, it is evident that 15 Centers had at
least 60% or more of their students who reported such improvement. Some students
did comment that they already had very positive attitudes prior to the Learning
Center program. Therefore, any improvement would be very difficult (the "ceiling
effect"). In addition, not all Centers or portions of their program focused directly
on improving student attitude.

Fioure 7

6

Improvement in Attitude
No. of Learning Centers

40-49 60-69
k\\\

60-6A

Percent of Students

ELI kreement

70-79 80-89 90-100

IV. Assessment of Instruction items asked the students to assess the extent of
class/activity preparation, organization instructional enthusiasm and innovative
teaching methods. Again, all but one Center had over 60% of their students who
felt that their classes were consistently well prepared and organized; were
consistently taught with enthusiasm; and were taught in innovative ways. These
findings in Figure 8 do suggest that the students saw their teachers as highly
skilled and committed to the Learning Center Program.
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Figure 8

Assessment of Instruction
No of Learning Centers

10 r-

6

4

2k-

0
60-59 60-69 70-79 80-89

Percent of Students

EM Agreement

The students also rated the quality of their Learning Center program as well as
their own contributions (e.g., their efforts and comr4tment) to their Learning
Center experience. Figures 9 and 10 summarize the percent of students who gave
a Good or Excellent rating to these two items. Overall, a large percentage of the
students viewed the quality of their program very favorably while they were a bit
harder on how they rated themselves.

12

10

8

6

LC Program Quality
No of Learning Cantors

4.

21-

o
30-39 60-69 70-79

Percent of Students

F.77 Good i Excellent

60-89 90 -100

C b
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r [lure 10

Student Self-Assessment
No of Learning Centers

10

2L

0
30-39

va `0` k

40-49 60-59 60-69 70-79

Percent of Students

Good t Excellent

80-89 90-100

Overview of Parent Findings

Learning Center parents were surveyed at the end of the Spring semester 1988 to
provide data on two broad goals of the Learning Center program: Did the parents
feel the program was meeting the needs of their children with special interests and
talents; and did they feel sufficiently informed and involved so that they could
make choices on the kinds of education they want for their children? The return
rate for the parent questionnaires summarized in Figure 11 was comparatively good
with at least 50% or more of the questionnaires returned in half the Centers.
However, for four of the Centers, less than 30% were returned.

6

4

8

2

F120 ro 11

Parent Survey Return Rate
No of Looming Corlett

0

T

10-19 20-29 30-39 0-49 60-69 60-69 70-79 60-100

Percent Returned

81/1 vloy

By and large the parents agreed that they were well informed about their
children's Learning Center program but not about other Learning Center programs in
their district, nor did they think( they had sufficient opportunities to be involved
Taken together, in only six Centers cud q0% or more respond positively to this
Informed and Involved category. See F.fr_ure 12.

Cc.)
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Figure 12

informed and involved
ii.; of Learning Centers
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However, in terms of Benefits to Child category, (i.e., the Learning Center program
was special and important in their children's education; contributed to meeting their
children's interests and needs; and gave their children more of an educational
choice), the parents were overwhelmingly positive. See Figure 13.

Figure 13

LC Benefits to Child
No of Learning Centers
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The parents who responded also strongly supported continuation of the Learning
Centers and all but one Center had 60% and more of the parents who rated the
quality of their children's Learning Center experience as Good or Excellent. SeeFigures 14 and 15.

r
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7 Figure 15
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Other Evaluation Findings

Almost all the Learning Centers submitted additional information in support of their
respective programs and to highlight their particular objectives. These data took
the form of testimonial letters from community organizations, parents and
businesses; results from additional surveys which solicited parent and student
opinicas; written essays by students who evaluated and critiqued portions of their
Learning Center experiences; and educational awards and honors conferred. These
are most often unique to each Center and the reader is referred to the individual
Learning Center Evaluation Reports.

Major Accomplishments, Needs and Concerns.

Major accomplishments of the Learning Centers and their needs and col terns were
collected. When the accomplishments and concerns were evident from information
obtained by the evaluators' on-site visits to each Learning Center, from non-
structured in erviews with the Coordinators, other Center staff and/or district and
school administrators, from parent and student questionnaire results and, where
possible, from observations of center activities and class sessions, they were
included in the individual Evaluation Reports. Table 7 contains these
accomplishments and concerns.

Accomplishments. Accomplishments true for more than a majority of the 20 Learning
Centers and relevant to the goals and definition of a generic Learning Center are
described below.

1. Students of different ability levels, interests and talents can be provided with
real educational options. This conclusion is based on diversity of themes within and
across districts, on types of activities and experiences within Centers and on
variety of Center admission proceCures.

2. The "regular" curricula have been expanded and enriched. This was
accomplished through offering new courses, providing additional enrichment
activities and experiences, i .creasing the depth/breadth of existing courses, and/or
providing fo," acquisition of more modern technological skills.

3. Comouqty participation has enriched Cen 2r resources and learning
opportunities. 'usinesses, agencies, community groups and individual experts
contributed it. variety of ways ranging from direct instruction Lo monetary
donations.

4. From tlii. students' perspective, the Centers promoted distinctively different
learning (i.e. , in amount, tyre and method of learning) than found in a "regular"
high school program.

5. From try parent& perspective, the Center& programs benefited their children
in educationally important ways and helped meet their needs and interests.

6. Compared to Sprin t 1987 implementation, the Centers appeared to operate in a
smoother fashion. Most sunool and district Learning Center personnel had a clearer,

0



Table OTHER EVALUATION FINDINGS: ACCOMPLISHMENTS, NEEDS, AND CONCERNS

Site and Theme Major Accomplishments

HONOLULU DISTRICT

Science and Technology
(Farrington)

1. Developed and operated an up-to-date LC computer
lab (hardware and software) for use by LC teachers

1.

and LC students in three departments Science, Math
and Industrial Arts.

2.

2. Developed and successfully implemented an extensive
Enrichment component of LC community speakers, 3.
FilC1 trips, demonstrations and exhibits relating
science and technology to careers. 4.

3. Formal:zed LC/business partnership with Hawaiian
Electric Co. and Hawaiian Telephone Co.

4. Expanded the regular school curricula by integrating
into science and math technological-social issues and

5.

technological career-related skills. 6.
7.

Performing Arts 1. Musical production "Oliver!" was a success. 1.
(Kaimuki) 2. 110 students from 14 Honolulu District schools were

involved in the LC activities.
2.

3. Extensive community involvement volunteers gave
generously of their time and talent.

3.

4. Strong district, school and community support. 4.

Communication P -ts 1. CAT program achieved all objectives. 1.
and Tezhnology 2. Acted as a community acce ; station (first public
(Kaiser) school to do so). 2.

3. Produced instructional tapes for University of
Hawaii (LEAD project).

4. Gained in-kind contributions of about $7,500
utilizing community resources.

5. Obtained grants for further LC development
and implementation (over $50, 000).

6. Made the community aware of Learning Center
and schoolwide activities through cablecasting.

7. Planned, organized, and implemented presentations
for key public-school events.

8. Reached out to feeder schools for greater interschool
communication via television news magazine unit.

9. Established communication networks with agencies,
both state and internati nal.

10. Aided the institution of the Homework Telephone
Hotline.

11. Evaluability of the program improved over
last year's.

12. Established advisory board with well-defined
purposes, an improvement over last year's program.

Pi 0

Needs and Concerns

Fiscal uncertainty and concern for adequate funding
for a quality high-tech program.
Staffing the LC courses with committed and qualified
teachers. Special selection of LC teachers for LC
courses needs to be worked out.
Low enrollment in some newly developed LC courses
resulting in overload in other courses.
Not judge success of new LC program by number of
DE's until after LC program becomes stable, is fully
publicized, and transportation problem worked out.
Parent ommunication concern, particularly since
parents nave limited English skills.
Clarification of LC expectations with key legislators.
Abrupt theme changes and the confusion and work
they created.

Inadequate funding.
LC staff Iime should be increased for LC administrative
responsibilities.
Original student and patent survey questionnaires
should be kept.
Performing arts classes offered after school should be
offered during school hours as a part of regular
school course offerings.

Need widespread publicity to other schools in the
district.
Need to recognize higher equipmert and facility cost
to operate project as compared to .tether projects.
Funding should be allocated on operational cost rather
than equal funding to each LC progran in district.



Site and Theme Major Accomplishments

International Studies and 1. Developed Resource Center for computer-assisted and 1.

Foreign Languages videocassette instruction. 2.

(Kaiani) 2. Successfully implemented the 7th grade program.
3. Expanded student participation in telecommunications. 3.

4. Expanded the student exchange program.
5. Continued providing real-life situations for the

practice and use of foreign language skills.
6. Expanded and extended Learning Center activities

to non-Kalani High students, an improvement over
last year.

Li.

Humanities 1. Obtained another half-time position for Learning 1.

(McKinley) Center Coordinator.
2. Added intermediate school workshops in Oral 2.

interpretation for seventh graders. 3.

3. Added ninth grade honors program in Language
Arts and Social Studies. 4.

4. Improved communication with students and parents
about grades, progress and problems. 5.

5. Developed more activities and opportunities for
students than last ye-. 6.

6. Formed an advisory board. 7.

7. Improved integration of the arts and writing
skills in courses offered.

8. Students wrote an original script using scenes from
Shakespeare's plays and performed the original script.

9. Developed evaluation instruments/forms for the
Learning Center evaluation.

10. Evaluability of the Learning Center improved over
last year.

11. Objectives of project achieved.

Science 1. Scholarly recognition. 1.

(Roosevelt) 2. LC Coordinator was Honolulu District Tea'her of the 2.

Year. 3.

3. Grant writing; received grants. 4.

4. Increasing community and business support
5.

CENTRAL DISTRICT

Agricultural Mechanics 1. Strong positive LC student perceptions of the LC 1.

(Leilehua) and its impact. 2.
2. Expansion of LC's resources by use of community

expertise. 3.

3. Great improvement in LC students' work habits
and attitudes.

14.

4. Effective use of existing school-community links
to provide "real-life" learning situations.

Needs and Concerns

Lack of effective and timely communication.
LP-!. of information and training to operate in Center's
quasi-administrative/instructional role effectively.
Uncertainty about the direction of the program and
an apparent difference in the perceptions of people
who have control over funding, implementation,
direction, etc.
Low student and parent ratings on the student and
parent surveys.

Finding qualified personnel for instruction during class
hours (regular school hours).
"Selling" the Learning Center idea to faculty.
Recruiting students for the Center, especially from
other schools.
Scheduling classes and activities for optimum
enrollment and participation.
Loss of funds because of late notification, confusing
information, esc,....cially regarding "A" funds.
Lack of facilities.
Disseminating information about the project to
parents, students and public, especially to other
schools.

Insufficient funding and late disbursement.
Fill -time coordinator is essential.
Inadequate lab facility.
Student and parent questionnaires need to be
vigorously pursued.
Class attendance needs to be improved and monitort.d.

Student recruitment from other schools.
Student recruitment from within the school's own
student body.
Limited course offerings -- one course only.
Publicity and dissemination about LC's have been
limited.



Site and Theme Major Accomplishments

Media and Communication 1.
(Moanalua)

2.

3.

4.

S.

International Stuches 1.
(Radford)

2.

3.

Power and Automotive 1.
Technology
(Waialua)

2.

LEEWARD DISTRICT

Marine Science 1.
(Waianae)

Business and Computer
Technology
(Waipahu)

More direct and effective "hands-on" approach to
;earning up-to-date technical communication skills.
Improvement in LC students' "on-camera" presence
and oral communication.
Students have learned the procedures for producing
a full video production and the importance of
interpersonal, "team" interactions in doing so.
Contacts made and expressed interest in LC by local
TV and educational stations.
Shown the combined attraction of a specialized LC
program within a school with a positive image.
one-half LC enrollment were DE's.

Greatly expanded course offerings, some not available
at any °trier public high school in the state.
LC American History class (AP) won the State
National Bicentennial Competition on the Constitution
and Bill of Rights and represented Hawaii in the
national competition in Washington, D.C.
Professional competence, love of the subject
matter and enthusiasm about their students' learning
were clearly shown in parent and student surveys
and conments.

Taught In distinctive fashion which Integrated
knowledge-content with skills-procedures, used an
individualized student progress approach, orchestrated
school-community learning experiences.
Enriched the existing automotive program by integrating
high tech skills into curriculum and by providing
"hands on learning experiences.

Enriched the science program in the cumplex elementary
schools by bringing marine science into the c'assroom
with hands-on activities.

1. New alternatives for students and parents through
hands-on experiences in business education and career
exploratory programs in the field of business and
computer technolor.y.

2. Teamwork of teachers displaying cooperation, dedication,
and initiative, led by an outstanding and committed
coordinator and supported by an interested and
committed administrator.

3. Active community support and involvement with student
experiences extending into the community and
community members actively participating in LC
activities.

Needs and Concerns

1. Students enrolled in LC without much interest or
commitment to the program in order to obtain
Moanalua DE's.

2. Conceit-) about organization, preparation and
scheduling of LC activities. Increased attention to
these areas needed.

3. Somewhat narrow use of community resources and
expertise.

1. Stable, reliable ;unding is a major concern and is
needed in order to both plan a coherent, high quality
program and to attract high quality, competent
teachers.

2. Increased security and custodial services needed to
operate after-school hours programs.

3. Transportation for students so that they may take
advantage of what LC's have to offer. The issue is
one of educational equity.

4. Communication and publicity about Radford's LC with
those within the district and state.

1. Difficulties enlisting students from other schools even
though its program is unique in the district and thn
state because travel time even from nearest cc-Fool is
long and commuter travel is away from, not toward,
Waialua.

2. Concern about expanding and relying on community
resources because of few in the immediate vicinity and
school is located in remote geographic area.

1. Due to lack of adequate facilities, there was no center
of operations for the LC. The LC Coordinator
traveled to schools, transporting materials and
supplies for activities. In 19C8-89, the LC will be
located in a new science building on the high school
campus.

2. A majority of parents were not informed about the LC
in general and about opportunities for involvement
in the LC program.

recruitment of LC participants outside of1. Shourence7.,: 1

I was hampered by late designation of the
LC. Registration had already been completed.

2. Students hesitant to enroll in Business Education
courses becz.rse of new requirements for the honors
diploma program.

3. Scheduling of rotational cycle periods had .o br
revised so that advanced business education classes
ctruici have adequate use of the equipmer t while
sharing it with LC classes.

4. Improvement is needed in the job interview project.
Revisions are being planned.

~1 J,1 ti



Site and Theme Major Accomplishments

WINDWARD DISTRICT

Community Performing 1. Slight increase in student participation in LC. 1.
Arts 2. Production well received by community.
(Kahuku) 2.

3.

Community Quest 1. Generous LC staffing by district and school. 1.
(Kailua) 2. Increased number of learning stations. 2.

3. CQ and IQ newsletters for informing parents and
community. 3.

4. All seniors passed HSTEC.
5. Students received scholarships and job offers.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Communication Arts
(Kalaheo)

1. Parent and student survey results Improved over
last year's.

1.

2. Staff did an excelle job of publicity and designed
and distributed a nL.vsletter to parents.

2.

3. Held 2 media festivals at the Honolulu Academy of 3.
Arts.

4. Produced videotape on behind-the-scenes look at
LC activities.

5. 38$ of LC students were not from Kalaheo.
HAWAII DISTRICT
Performing Arts 1. Developed and Implemented the Hawaii District 1.

(Hilo) Performance Arts Learning Center. Parents and
students gave the program a favorable evaluation. 2.

2. Established a "partnership" between school and
:ommunity to carry out LC activities. 3.

3. Developed, as in the past, co.nmon interest among
parents and students of th ree high schools and
feeder schools.

4. Unlike last year, forned advisory board.
5. Improved parent involvement over last yea.
6. Achieved LC objectives.
7. The evaluability of the L.. improved over

last year Developed Aucle-, outcome objectives
and assessment instruments.

Electronics Tedtnical 1. Developed Intensive electronics training coupled with 1.
(Waiakea) exposure to technologies withir the electronics indusities. 2.

2. Developed team teaching between secondary and post
secondary electronics instructors to increa,e student
learning.

3.

3. Modernized facilities for student activities. 4.

5.

Needs and Concerns

Reconsider program focus and clearly state how it
enriches and expands the regular program.
Closer supervision and monitoring of LC program,
particularly recordkeeping and data collection.
Inadequate facility resulted in frustration of all
parties involved.

Late release of funds.
Overwhelming amount of staff time spent on publicity,
yet CQ has been around for over 15 years.
Administrative demands (e.g., recordkeeping, data
collection, LC meetings, preparation for legislative
hearings) considered excessive by LC staff.
Concern about nual.ty of program documentation and
data recorded.
Inadequate facilities.
District and curriculum special's, s should review
learning stations' credit course content.
Convenient public transpor+atico routes needed.

Inadequate facility, particularly for safety and security
of expensive equipment.
Inadequate funding, AV and electronic equipment is
very expensive.
Completion rate of 9th grade C 'T r lass should be
improved.

Hilo High School's auditorium needs improvement (a
major facility for LC activities).
The LC coordinator needs clerical help to handle the
business of "paperwork."
Need complete budget expenditure reports so than
LC operational cost can be determined.

Need to here a learning center coordinator/instructor.
Need to determine whether student outcome objectives
were attained
Low student ratings of motivation and overall self
assessment.
Low parental ratings on being well informed about
other district learning center programs.
Low studei enrollment.

iA
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Site and Theme

MAUI DISTRICT

Performing Arts
(Baldwin)

Agriculture
(Lahainaluna)

KAUAI DISTRICT
Performing Arts

(Kauai)

Major Accomplishments

1. Offered participation in theatrical productions to
students in 22 schools at elementary, intermediate
and high school levels.

2. Added new courses and additional teachers for
high school students.

3. Increased opportunities for individual growth and
cooperative learning experiences.

LI . Outstanding reciprocal community involvement.
5. Nine PALC productions were performed for varied

audiences which provided the students with a
spectrum of experiences.

1. Is the only LC that accepts students interested in
intensive plant science program from all districts
via its boarding program.

2. Added new advanced courses and specialized
equipment not available in other agriculture programs.
It emphasizes hands-on experiences via special
school projects.

3. Continued active community involvement which
enables the LC to more readily prepare its students
for post-high school careers in agriculture.

LI . Concerted effort succeeded in improving
communication with parents as recommended in
the 1986-87 evaluation.

1. Enriched and expanded performing arts programs in
public secondary schools on Kauai by providing
experiences in theatre performing arts.

2. Enhanced development of pride and self-confidence
of individual participants while emphasizing
importance of teamwork and ohana for a common goal.

3. Increased parent pride and involvement and
community involvement were evidenced in KPAC's
second year of operation.

14. As recommended in 1986-87 evaluation, improvement
in KPAC communication with parents was
successfully undertaken.

5. LC functioned according to plans and timelines and
within the r!anned budget.

Needs and Concerns

1. Uncertainty of funding hampered long-range planning.
2. Need for increased involvement of parents, especially

on the intermediate and high school levels.
3. Operational problems related to timely processing of

purchase orders and space needed for set
constru-tion.

4. Problems related to students on district exceptions
not committed to PALC, the DOE 2.0 grade require-
ment, and students needing encouragement and
attention to develop confidence in performing arts
activities.

1. Need for a permanent full-time coordinator/teacher
position provided through general funds.

2. Class periods not long enough for certain advanced
classes. Adjustments to be made by scheduling
double periods next year.

3. Need for improved organization and supervision of
students in certain LC classes. The addition of
another part-time staff member next year will help
to address this problem.

1. Transportation remained const'nt concern for all,
especially for feeder school studerts.

2. Need for a more readily available performance
hall for theatrical productions.

3. Need to cut down on paperwork for coordinator/
director.
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more focused picture of a Learning Center and a better grasp of the state Learning
Center voals.

7. Compared to Spring 1987 findings, nearly all the Centers have articulated the
anticipated impact of their respective activities on participating students (i.e.,
measurable objectives).

8. The Centers have extended participation and services to students from other
schools, primarily intermediate and elementary students.

9. The School Coordinators and Learning Center staff have displayed strong
professional commitment and competency in implementing and administering this
complex program.

Needs and Concerns. Concerns were primarily about how to carry out the state
level intentions and goals of a Learning Center program effectively given the
resources, personnel and external constraints.

1. Fiscal uncertainty (e.g., whether the Center will open or continue, budget
changes, insufficient funding) remained problematic for the Centers. There was
understandable hesitation to gain and give commitments to commultity businesses and
resource experts; to parents and students, particularly those who must arrange for
district exceptions and transportation; and to the teaching staff with the resulting
impact on course assignments, scheduling, and timely acquisition of instructional
materials and equipment.

2. There was general concern about how to best attract and recruit high
school students, particularly those from outside the attendance area, while
maintaining professionally positive relations with fellow educators at the home
school and district schools.

3. There is continued concern about reaching and communicating with parents
about the new educational choices offered by Learning Centers. The concomitant
concern was about the diffuseness of response' ty for the various levels of
information and dissemination ( e.g., within the high school, across high schools,
elementary and intermediate school- within the district and out to the general
public and community at large) 0.41d lack of action in this regard. Without
information, there is no true parental choice.

4. Maintaining high quality standards 01 operation and instruction and at the
same time carrying out administrative, curricular and community recruitment
responsibilities, the Coordinators were stretched too thin. Districts need to
support a full time Coordinator position. Additiona' assistance for the Coordinator
from schools, districts and state seems needed. Assistance could range from
providing more school level clerical help to writing curricula. Setting priorities
at school, district and state levels would also help Center management and
administrative operation. Currently there is little to guide the decision making
about how best to use limited resources. For example, within the broad target
population of "public school students with special interests and talents" (01S, 1988,
pp.2-3), who are more important to serve? Are student from Kindergarten to high
school, in and outside tli. Centers' attendance areas, of equal priority? Should
more effort be used in reaching intermediate and elementary students or should such

L LI
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efforts be of secondary impo.,tance to mustering community resources, for example?

5. Student transportation remains a concern, particularly for geographically
"isolated" and rural Centers where public transportation is limited or non-existent.
Adolescents are often reluctant to leave their home school and friends to enroll in
a "new" high school but may take advantage of a Center's specialized program
during or after school if transportation is feasible. More important than student
convenience and efficient use of scarce resources, is the issue of educational equity
and accessibility raised by such transportation difficulties. If the Centers are not
to " exclude or segregate students because of race or financial or social status..."
(OIS, 1988, p. 3), then creative and non-costly means of dealing with transportation
problems need to be explored at all levels. Again priorities are unclear: How
important is transportation relative to other Learning Center areas demanding
resources? Basic policy decisions need to be made.

Discussion and Recommendations

This is not a sumrnative evaluation. Therefore the recommendations are formative
in nature and are for the express purpose of assisting in the improvement of the
Learning Center program. The fundamental thrust of this section is for proactive
problem solving rather than reactive trouble shooting.

1. Provide more program management and curricular development assistance
and review school, district and state Learning Center responsibilities.

As noted in the Spring 1987 overall Learning Center Evaluation Report "the
development, administration, ... operation land instruction) depended directly upon
the creativity, commitment and expertise of school-level personnel" (PEB, 1984, p.r.). During SY 1987-88 district and state level personnel have provided more
assistance carrying out some administrative tasks. State program currici _ar
specialists have begun to assist in curricular program planning. State evaluation
specialists have provided technical assistance.

Nevertheless, heavy responsibilities remained on the shoulders of part-time school
Coordinators. The sense from the field is that they are stretched too thin. The
Learning Center Guidelines (01S, 1988) did lay out the irgrious layers of
responsibilites at state, district and school levels. There is less ambiguity about
"who is responsible for what". However, as the program evolves these assigned
responsibilities need to be reviewed by all involved (principals, school Learning
Center coordinators, District Coordinators, OIS program managers) and then acted
upon. More curricular assistance to the Centers (e.g., review course content,
monitor nuality of contracted instuctional services, assist with development of new
courses for credit) by district and state program managers is recommended.

Additional specificity and increased coordination among schcol, district and state
levels for the same broad responsibilities (e.g. , disseminate Learning Center
information) would be helpful. Small group working-meetings for Centers with
thematic similarities also appeared as valuable forums for sharing expertise and
problem solving. State and district personnel should administratively support such
meetings for SY 1988-89. It is highly recommended that any new Center staff be
provided with in-service i raining for administrative Learning Center management and
on the principles underlying Learning Center desiin, operation and desired outcomes.
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2. Set school and district program priorities for decision-making.

The Learn1,g Center program by intention and definition providec some degree of
district and school level autonomy in decision-making and sufficient program
flexibility to be responsive to the community (parents and studen s) needs. The
Learning Center Guidk.lines (OIS, 1988) gives wide .,atitude in terms of Er,..xibility and
articulates understandably ambitious state goals. However, with finite resources,
setting priorities at the school and district le-- so that reasoned and intelligert
choices among a number of seemingly attractive and beneficial options seems
need( d. "Prioritizing" and updating Center program goals and objectives, for
example, may help guide hard choices at the school level about allocation of
resources and time.

3. Articulate limits on variability of a "specialized prcgram".

The state's Learning Center Guidelines (OIS, 1988) was a significant step toward
further definition a .id description of a Learning Center. Among other things, it
provided a clearer procedural picuire and general criteria for selecting themes.
Ttemaining vague, however, is what constitutes a "specialized program". More
specifically, what are the parameters within which program variability across
Certers is appropriate and positive? What would a fully developed and implemented
program in a given thematic area be like? Could a series of intensive workshops or
play productions be coqidered a valid end point? Is a single course with an
enrichment lab sufficier as long as the other design features are in place? Or
would a specialized program be more in to a college major or minor in a
particular discipline area? It appears that ,,hat needs to be balanced is the tension
I etween flexibility and responsiveness on one hand and progressive program
development and coherence on the other. gauging appropriateness of expenditure,
services, enrollment size and so on will remain fuzzy until the "variability"
paremeters 9r e art,ulated at the state level. ( In fact, it may be as simple as
noting that all variability is legitimate as long as the the needs of students are
met; community is involved in planning and contributing resources; there is an
expansion and enr °neat of the regular program; and scarce resources are shared
across schools.)

4. Conduct school and public information campaigns.

More district and state-wide information and publicity regarding the Learning
Centers are needed. Since many of the parents across all Learning Centers were
not aware of other Learning Centers in their district, increasing the amount and
timeliness of such information may help provide parents with true educational
choices. Simply stated, there is no meaningful (...oice without information about the
Centers. The school Coordinators have been disseminating information primarily to
their Learning Center parents. Now the task is to broaden the audience.
Intermediate school students and parents need Learning Center information so that
they may make choices among the high schools. High school students and their
parents within the districts and through out the state should be informed. The
districts and state have plans for comprehensive campaigns for Fall 1988 prior to
January 1989 registration for Fall 1990 courses. The expectation is that enrollment
should increase (bot,i home school and district exceptions) and parents'
understanding of their educational choices should increase. A concomitant
recommendation is to thoroughly inform t.'71e regular _,shoal staff at the Learning
Centers' sites about the Centers' purposes and intent. Aildi-escz, how the staff :.fay
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contribute to the Learning Center program as well as how the Center may
contribute to their working conditions and school climate.

5. Identify and address potential problems of Learning Center staff recruitment.

The issue of how to reel% highly skilled and competent teachers with the relevant
cut.riculum knowledge should be raised and addressed in a proactive fashion. To have
an excellent specialized program will ultimately rest on more than one Learning
Center coordinator/teacher's efforts and talents. The regular school staff needs to
be more fully informed and selectively involved. At the same time, it would he
helpful to anticipate likely barriers to recruiting/hiring DOE teachers extern to
the Learning Center school site and how the baT riers can best be addressed.

6. Investigate and present transportation options.

State and districts should investigate transportaion options for students. This
problem will continue because of the vet y nature of the program: Its intent is to
share scarce resources across attendance and district boundaries and to provide true
educational choices without excluding those who may be financially less able. To
fully realize such an intuit requires that transportation options be fully
investigated. How and which businesses, governmenLai agencies, community
organizations and parent groups could contribute should be considered. In r ddition,
action on the year round permission form for transportation is still needed.

7. Continue monitoring features of fie Learning Center program that contribute
to educational equity, choice and efficient resource sharing.

lmplementacion of various design features and operational procedures of the
Learning Centers (such as types of admission standards required, student selection
prc-edures used, -..ansportation options pursued, systematic information canipaigns
conducted) should be monitored LA school, district and state levels.

8. Provide stable, reliable funding during formative years.

The funding uncertainty has hampered planning and coordinating efforts as noted in
this evaliA:Ition as well as in the SY 1986-87 evaluation report. Not providing a
reasonable funding time frame to get a major program off the ground effects
teacher morale, enrollment efforts, regular school staff commitments and publicity
action. Reliable funding dlring the formative years is needed in order to
adequately plan and implement these high quality, thematic programs; to attract and
engage highly skilled instructors; and to pull in and honor commitments to parents,
students and the wider community.

9. Articulate state goals for future growth of the Learning Center program.

Currently all seven districts and 3% of the high schools statewide haie Learning
Centers. What are the future pis for expansion to -Alter sites and on what
educational-social bases would future expansion be decided? What are the
respective trade-offs between concentiating on existing sites and expanding to new
sites? Future plans need to be a-ticulated and shared.
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appendix A

Evaluation Report, SY 1987-88:

O Farrington Science 3i-id Technology Learning Center
O Kaimuki Performing Arts Learning Center
O Kaiser Communication Arts and Technology Learning Center
O Kalani Learning Center for Internationa Studies and

Foreign Languages
O McKinley Humanities Learning Center
o Roosevelt Science Learning Center

O Leilehua Agricultural Mechanics Learning Center
o Moanalua Media and Communicatioi Learning Center
o Radford International Studies Leaning Center
o Waialua Power and Automotive Technology Learning Cenier

O Waianae Marine Science Learning Center
O Waipahu Business and Computer Technology Learning Center

O Kahuku Community Performing Arts Learning Center
O Kailua Community Quest
o Kalaheo Communication Arts Learning Center

O Hawaii District Performance Arts Learning Center
O Waiakea Electronics Technical Center

O Baldwin Performing Arts Learning Center
O Lahainalur _ Agricuiture Learning Center

o Kauai Performing Arts Center
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